Trustless Commission revamps social scene, mandates parties
BY KOL HARVEY
Asst. Booze Editor

Oh Caption , my caption.

Echo file photo

After reviewing the use and abuse of alcohol on campus,
the Trustee Commission on Alcohol has decided that the
current level of consumption is unacceptable. In its 15-page
report, the commission called for increasing deliveries to
campus and has established a 17-member committee to ensure that there is at least one party each night of the week.
The report made 34recommendationswhichemphasized
the need for more alcohol use at Colby. The commission
urged creating a party board under Spew-A to be certain that
there is at least one campus-wide beer die tournament in the
Student Center each weekend. The committee will also be
responsible for introducing first-years to alcohol, and increasing their tolerance within the first few weeks of school,
in order to avoid trips to the Health Center.
Chair of the Commission, BEvERly Mad-dog '80,said that
"by getting f irst-years drunk oyer COOT and during the
orientation period we can boost their tolerance, and reduce
future trips to the Health Center. We would require that
during COOT, each group drain at least one keg, without

Colby kicks ass...

Joe Camel to become mascot
BY ANDREW LITTELL
Staff Writer

Dean of the College Burl y Smit
has for months attempted to change
the Colby mascot. This past week,
his vigorous and unfailing efforts
have finally paid off. The Dean's
Office, in conjunction with Presidents' Council, announced yesterday that the Colby mascot of the
White Mule has finall y been
changed to Joe Camel.
"We feel that Joe Camel really
represents the majority of the student body," said Associate Dean of
Presidential Life Jan Arminimouse
stated. "Joe will really hel p bring
this campus together as a whole."
Arminimouse's statements were
echoed by other faculty members
on campus.
History Professor Pit Boss, when
pressed on the issue, stated "While
I saw no real reason to change the
mascot from the Moose, I think that
Joe Camel will represent a larger
number of the Colby population,
myself included ."
Several other mascots were taken
under consideration , including the

The evi l to bacco industry

Drunk p hotographer '95

Marlboro Man and the women from
the Virg inia Slims commercials.
However,Smit finall y settled on the
Camel, mainly for gender reasons.
Spew-A PresidentTom Rye-bran
'69 explained , "The Marlboro Man
is strictl y male, and the Virginia
Slims women are strictl y female. Joe
Camel has a certain non-gender
mystique about him, desp ite his
male name. Besides, I have known
women named Joe before."
But the most resounding of all
approvals came from Cardiac
Bryant, a Chair in the English Department. "The trope of Joe Camel
is representative of all factions of
life and freedom in these United
States, and Colby should be proud
to have such a figure as this symbolizing our little slice of Americana."
With such a resounding endorsement of the new mascot, it appears
as if Presidents' Council and the
Dean's office have found exactly
what they were looking for with
this new symbol of our school.
Geoff Heretick '98summed it up
best: "I thi nk they couldn 't have
!
.
made a better choice."

stopping, before their return to campus."
The Commission has also made clear that each member of
the campus is responsible for increasing consumption. The
report states that "We have come to understand that the issue
of alcohol use, both on and off campus, is a community one.
We... encourage everyone to share in the goal of making the
finest quality alcohol available to all students, faculty and
staff at inexpensive prices."
To fund the goal, the Commission has asked the College to
end ail funding of C-ME-SNAP, MACE and the chem-free
event fund, and to direct that money to campus-wide parties.
The Commission has also increased the penalties for students who do not drink. According to the report, non-drinkers could be subject to "expulsion from housing, without
refund... fines and/or community service... suspension or
expulsion...."
Mad-dog added that "students must be aware that sanctions for misconduct arising from not abusing alcohol will be
more severe if the student is not under the" legal drinking age
or is not associated with a drinking game."
In addition to changes in the campus social life, the Cornsee ALCOHOL on page 5
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The Spotli ght Lecture held today featured Associate Professor
of Economics David Frito-lay answering the question "Is There a
Market for Grades at Colb y?" In
his speech , Frito-lay said that
there was, and outlined the prices
that professors charge for each
grade.
The speech explained the complexity of the graduated paymen t
scale that professors use. Prices
of grades are a function of the
rank of the professor , the class
year of the student , the SAT
scores, past GPA, professor 's salary and the form of payment: cash,
check or credit card.
Frito-lay explained that the
trends of grade inflation over the
Echo file p hoto
past few years are a reflection of Registrar By-george Goldman will be collecting students '
the increased income of incom- money before final GPA' s will be calculated.
ingstudents. "In the past students
tenure decisions. " This is a ver y
have not had as much disposable cial Aid Pa rkar Drink.
Administrative Vice President important way to keep class sizes
income as today 's Colby studen ts,
thus there was lower demand for Arnold Yeah' stink y added that as down . By selling grades at the
higher grades ," Frito-lay said. The more and more students become beginning of the semester , proincrease in tuition for next fall aware of the ability to purchase fessors can keep their class sizes
comes desp ite the added bonus grades , future increases in tuition down , and allow students to use
that grade-selling provides to pro- will be less likel y. "As you know , the class time for more producprofessors salaries make up the tive activities , like Beer Die tourfessors.
The recent increase in popu- . largest portion of the bud get. If namen ts and wa tching TV. Best
larity of Colby among high scho ol more students begin to pay pro- of a ll, selling grades keeps our
seniors is directl y, rel ated to the fessors for grades , the College can average class size low."
Frito-la y was honored with
grade marke t. The drastic increase renego tiate contracts . The alterin app licants to Colby is related nate source of income reduces the the chance to speak by the seto the ease with which professors need for Colb y to increase salaries nior class, who chose him because he had the lowest prices
here offer students the chance to to meet inflation. "
Dean of Facu lty Bi g Mac Ar te ry of all Colb y faculty. Students
buy their way out of work. "M ore
a nd mor e prospec t ive ar e asking added that the under-the-ta ble sal- cited his knowled ge of supp ly
us about the prices of grade s dur- ary add it ion s a r e a key part of wha t a nd d emand a s k ey elem ents in
ing their interviews. We have re- attracts professors to Colby. Big his abili t y to a djus t grade pri ces
alized t he need t o ke ep gra d e Mac added that "Startin gnextyear , to chang ing ec onomic fa cto rs
prices down to remain competi- facul ty will be ranked on their abil- and d emands on t he a verage
t ive wi t h ot her schools ," said ity to sell the most grades. The Colby student' s financial
Dean of Admissions and Finan- sal esman shi p will be a factor in resources. ^
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N ew dorm scrapped for
heat ed parking garage
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BIG G's comes to
Student Union

BY GIO BEAN
Staff Writer

A new feature has been added to the plans for the construction of
the Phew Multicultural Center wing of the Student Union. Big G's deli
of Oakland will expand their location to the Colby campus and will be
situated in the center of the wing. The initial proposal was approved
on the basis that the Big G's menu will offer sandwiches named after
multicultural legends. The Otis Day and the Saddam Hussein are only
two of the sandwiches to be featured on Big G's Colby-location menu.
Big G himself is excited for the new project and hopes that the oncampus location will "get President Clobber here in person."

Committees dissolved

In yesterday's Campus Community Committee meeting President
Clobber announced that, effective tomorrow, the College's committee
system will be dissolved. Clobber announced that the Subcommittee for
the Committeeon Committees had decided that,because of the excessive
amount of work that all the committeeshave, the best way to alleviate
their stress was to do away with them all. Clobber explained that one new
committee would be created, to be called the "Overcom_mittee for the
Eradication of Committees Committee for the Committee on Committees," to insure that no more committees are created in the future. All
faculty will be expected to take a pay cut because of thetime that they will
save from not having to attend the meetings.

Cranberry crisis solved

Starting this fall, the dining hall juice machines will require students to make a 25 cent deposit for each glass of cranberry juice they
have with dinner. According to Dining Service Directors Shirley and
Doris, the move to charge was made in response to the overwhelming
intake of cranberry j uice and the reluctance to charge those who do not
consume it. "We were forced to comply," said Shirley. "They threatened to deduct our pay because we were letting students leave with
bottles full of cranberry juice." Added Doris, "it's even rougher at
Bob's. I've been knocked down twice by angry football players determined to get their cranberry juice. I need a break."

Health Center commended _
for accuracy

In a move which did not shock SHOC, the Waterville branch of the
Mid-Maine Medical Center has confirmed that Colby's Heath Center
correctl y diagnosed a student with the flu. "We were not at all
surprised to learn that someone there was actually able to make the
diagnosis,"said Dr. Seuss of Mid-Maine. "Their past record of student
illness has been ri ght on target. We have never had any problems."The
consistently accurate and highly professional staff will be honored by
the director of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Donta W.E. She-la-la at a national banquet to be held this summer. The
banquet, which will take place in Washington, will commend Colby 's
Health Center staff for their fine work in treating students courteously
and accurately, as well as their infinite knowledge of complex medical
conditions. Doctor Loom of the Health Center offered thanks to the
administration for its willingness to allow the Health Center staff to
refer sick students to Mid-Maine, despite the costs it adds to their
insurance premiums. "The administration has stated that it will ignore
the costs, as long as the students are able to get the best trea tment,"
Loom added.

Do you dread the long, cold walk
to your car in the middle of the
winter? Do you hate spending hours
shoveling your way out of your
parking space only to get into an ice
box and finding out your car battery
is dead? Well, the days of hassle will
soon be over.
In response to increased student
complaints Dean of Temp Housing
Big Johnson has will scrap the plans
for the new dorm and instead build
a new parking garage. "It seems
like the only logical thing to do,"
Johnson said. "We want to accommodate the needs of the students.
If they feel that a parking garage is
a necessity, then in order to ensure
their happiness, we will build a
garage."
A campus-wide opinion poll
about the features that students feel
should be included'in the parking
garage will be circulated Monday.
The responses will be taken into
consideration in the building plans.

Tickets will be a thing of the past.

As of now,the garage will consist of
three levels and it will take up approximately the same amount of
space as the original plans for the
dorm. In order to ensure the safety
of the cars, a security system will be
installed and all students with cars
will be issued a special ID in order
to get into the garage. The feature
attraction is that the garage will be

heated in the winter.
The sight for the garage will be
on Johnson Pond. According to
Johnson, "Since that location has
already been approved by the Trustees, there should be no delay in the
building process. Work on the garage will begin in this summer and
its completionis expected by the fall
"
of l997."Z .

Colby plans construction on tunnels
CPA leads the battle f or comfor t underground
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Snooze Editor

When a recent weather forecast
predicted over two feet of snow for
the Last Day of Loudness,students
involved in the Coalition for Political-Apathy met todedde what they a
could do about Mother Nature's
outright attack against Colby students.
"I know the administration has
something to do with this," said
David X '96. "It must be part of the
new alcohol policy."
The prediction prompted a CPA
examination of past problems with
snowfall at inconvenient times, and
concluded that most heavy snowfalls occurred just before major
p lanned alcohol-based events. The
CPA, along with the Student Association (Stu-A) formed a proposal
that was presented to and subsequently granted by the Trustees, to
construct a series of hea ted underground tunnels.
The tunnels,which will be made
of a leak-proof material not unlike

that used in the construction of residence hall bathroom floors, will
extend from each academic building and connect to all dining and
residence halls, except Williams,
according to Associate Dean of
Temp Housing Big Johnson.
"[Williams] is just too far,"said
Johnson. "And the Trustees
wouldn't approve the money for
the tunnels to go all the way up
there. We're lucky we got Hillside
approved at all."
Williams President Trip N. Tap
'98, however, said that at the root
of the exclusion of Williams from
the tunnel p lans, lies the Trustee
goal of slowly removing alcohol
from campus.
"No one's going to want to come
[to Williams] now that they can go
to any other dorm through heated
tunnels," said Tapp.
Alcohol Commission chair and
trustee BEvERl y Mad-dog '80 denied that the Alcohol Commission
was in any way involved with the
decision to remove Williams from
tunnel access. She was, however,

later overheard saying that "all
those Williams kids do is drink;
maybe now we can get fewer students to go there/'
. "
Designs for the tunnels are currently being looked .at. and 'art hi-,.;'
t$cts are beiifig.interviewed.-"These|
tunnels have' to be careifully con--;
structed so that prospective students who visit in the winter won't
be scared off by the weather/' said
Parka Drink, dean of emissions and
sexual aids. Construction is hoped
to begin by mid-July, according to
Johnson.
"By then, all the snow should be
off the ground," said Johnson.
Plans are also being considered
to include artwork alpng the tunnels' walls to encourage use and to
"lift winter-heavy spirits," said
President Clobber; Members of the
Art Department are looking into
moving the Student Art Show to
the tunnels.
"After all," said Art Professor
and Department Chair Rod Rodd y.
"We had always been trying to
move it underground."Z

Why did you pledge ZKQ?
Alison Bornstein
Managing the Editor
"I like smearing hot wax on
the lightboards."

Dave Macleay
Editor kind of in Chief
"They wouldn't let me into
the Marines."

Galen Carr
Baseball Editor
"I' m the man."

Alyssa Giacobbe
Schmooze Ed i tor
"Hike controlling Kol."

Whitney Glockner
Opinionated and Edited
"Group sex on the lightboards."
Echo pholos by Woody

Academic Affairs Committee
approves Table tenting major
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Snooze Editor

The
Academic
Affairs
Committee(AAC) this week approved a new major to be added to
the curriculum beginning with the
class of '00. Table tenting will be
offered starting this fall and will
make up an interdisciplinary major
similar to International Studies and
Environmental Policy. In addition,
TT111, the introductory table tenting course,which outlines the basic
principles and processes behind creating and distributing table tents,
will be included among a student's
requirements for graduation.
"Learning to make table tents is
a valuable component to the liberal
arts education,"said President Clobber. "We feel that it is a necessary
skill with which we intend to arm
our students as they face the job
world." "And," he added, "they're
neat because they can come in many
different colors."
Art Professor and Department
Chair Rod Roddy agreed with Clobber, stating that the color component "allows for great expression
and flow of creativity that students
can't get through traditional
..
courses."
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"They 're neat because
they can come in
many different
colors. "
-President Clobber
The addition of the TT series
was in response to the AAC's realization that table tents are widely
used at Colby; so much so in recent
years that the AAC feels that "[table
tents] will be a new trend,in the area
of communication. We can't let our
students face that unprepared."
Mass communication by table
tent has been compared to the telephone and,more currently, Internet.
Director of Information Technology
Services (ITS) Mick Chipper said
that table tents will likely replace
the World Wide Web in terms of
spreading information.
"What's most unique about table
tents," said Chipper, "is that the
information contained in them need
not be correct. Table tents provide
the freedom to present false information in a widely viewed and seldom doubted arena."
The issue has been raised by
opponents of the TT series that it is
simply a outlet intend to boost the
profits of the Useless Service Center. The addition of the table tenting
courses is expected to raise Service
Center intake by 1000 percent, according to Business Office Account-

ing TechnicianMaura Dinero. However,Service Center supervisor Phil
Ups insisted that,whilehe is excited
by the new offerings , he did not
consider monetary benefits, but
rather academic benefits for the students.
"Students will benefit immensely from the table tenting requirement," said Ups. "We here at
the Service Center are ecstatic —
there's just something rewarding
about helping out student development. We are, in effect, enriching
student lives."
Ironicall y, the main proponent
of the table tenting requirement
and chair of the AAC is Jen Ups,
wife of Service Center manager
Phil. She, however, declined to
comment.
Although the requirement will
be mandatory only for classes beginning with this fall's incoming
freshmen,Roddy encourages all students to take at least one course in
the department. According to Dean
of Studs Janice K. Assman [no relation to Late Show favorite Dick], the
Deans' Office will be participating
in a summer workshop designed to
improve their own table tent-making skills. "We at Colby want to
make sure that we're up-to-date
with all developments. This will
increase our competitiveness and
our ratings," said Assman.
Future plansinclude contests for
table tents to be used at Trustee
meetings and inclusionof table tents
in future student art shows.S
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Jen Spiess and Jessica Bonn ;
Laid and Laid Out
"Late night dates with three
\ Macks and a mouse."

Jud y R ing
Arts and Hallucinations Editor
"It fs the only mixed-gender frat
around , an d we all meet a room
with no windows."

nominee Bob Dole have agreed to eliminate all income taxes for 1996,
citing their recent inability to decide exactly how the money should be
spent. The Clinton and Dole announced together that the have passed
legislation through Congress to send all IRS workers home this year.
"We figured that the best way to avoid another political showdown
during this election year is to eliminate the entire mess, by removing
all revenue to spend." Former President Ronald Reagan, who has
apparently recovered from his recent bout with Alzheimer's disease,
has met with Clinton at WHOP on several occasions to discuss the
supply-side effects of this new economic order.

•Yell-sin ends candid acy
. Russian President Bore-us Yell-sin came to speak at Colby last
weekend. The president gave a speech entitled "The Real Story on
Gorby's Head," explained the spot on the former Russian General
Secretary's head was actually a result of the Chernobyl accident.After
his speech, Yell-sin joined President Clobber, Brent Ryan and Andre
"the-Giant" Stroke-off for a reception in the P-eusits boardroom. At
the reception the four engaged in a competitive game of beer die. After
the game, Yell-sin reported that he was withdrawing from the June
elections and will endorse ultra-conservative Gin-and-die Zyuganov.

•Networks give prime-time
to candidates

The threemajor networks have decided to bend to pressure from
a coalition of former journalists and give presidential candidates free
air time on the days before the presidential election. The coalition has
been pushing for networks to give two minute slots to the candidates
in the weeks before the elections. Monday, however, the networks
decided to offer full hour blocks during their prime time shows to the
candidates. "We decided that we will give the Friends block to Dole
and the Seinfeld time slot to Clinton," said an NBC spokesman. The
CBS people felt that "we may take a hit on our ratings,but we feel that
it is worth it."Clinton and Dole's campaign people are planning on an
. ; , «
MTV Spring Break beech party atmosphere.
Comp iled by Kol Harvey and Alyssa Giacobbefrom the Old York Slimes.
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n, Dole to end taxes
• Clinto
President Clinton and the presumptuous republican presidential

RITE AID PHARMACY
in th e Shaw 's Plaza

Beer Specials:
Natural Light :
$8.99++ a case

Milwauk ee's Best 12 packs : $4.29
Shipyard 6 packs : $5.39

open monday - Saturday until 9:00 pm
nnrin sunrlflv until ft-nnnm

Kate Dunlap
Fearless Editor
"I was drugged and kidnapped.
I didn't want to do it."

!

Jen Atwood
Pornographer .
"I wanted to work on developing my i mage, and the free chemii cals were an added bonus."

Brent Ryan
Ads Begger
"Negative, Ghostri der, the pattern is full."
Echo photos by Woody

Joka's donates money to help
fund new science library
Freelove College
San Francisco, CA
Love may or not be free at Freelove College. Anonymous students
reported amorous activity taking place in the bathroom of the Lovenjoy
LanguageBuilding£romFridaynight until atleast4am Saturday morning,
when the exhausted, shocked students finished writing their forty-three
page paper."It was incredible. I walkedinto the women's room,and these
two people were going at it,so I left, of course,"said one surprised frosh.
"A little while later,a guy came out and went down stairs. We waited for
the womanto come out,but then another guy got off the elevatorand went
straight to the ladies room. Doesn't she needa license or at least a condom
machine or something for that kind of a side business?"
Bowdown College
Funspot, Maine
In addition to recent strict new party rules at Bowdown College, the
administrationhas agreed that beginning as soon as students leave for the
summer, all buildings will be reduced to a one-story level. This move is
prompted by students'unauthorized bungeejumpingsessions off of dorm
balconies. Not all of the attempts have been successful. Some students feel
that education is the key, not destruction of the buildings.
"Peoplejust need to know how long their rope is and how highthey are
They need to take responsibility for their actions," said one senior.

BY ANDREW LITTELL
Yesterday, a spokesman from
Joka's Discount Beverages, located
on Front Street in Waterville, announced that they were in a position
financially and psychologically to
donate an unspecified amount to the
College in their effort to. construct a
new science library on campus.
"We at Joka's feel that Colby has
done so much for us in the past that
it is high time that we repaid the
College," said Joe Joka. High time
indeed, it seems. Statistics show that
Joka 's delivers approximately 100 to
200 kegs to , the campus each weekend, far exceeding their usual delivery of 20 to 30 kegs to campus during
the summer.
Big Johnson, Associate Dean of
Temp Housing who is on campus
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The Statewide Homeless Crisis Hotline, works to end Homelessness. We are without a computer to
compose our newsletter! Seek a 285, or newer computer to use. As we are tax-exempt in most
cases, the fair market value can be deducted. Call (207) 453-2986 or 1-800-438-3890.
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FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships are
now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades , income, or parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50692

Saturday Sam-3pm

333Bl 873-5939

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students needed . Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month. Room and Bfqard !Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary.-Call
-. , * • . * '. .
(206)971-3510 ext a50692 . * *

|,

18 Temple St Waterville, ME 04901
At People's, we back our services and products with a 100% guarantee

G et off t he Hill for a Homecooke d Br eakfas t at:

DINER
BONNIE'S
Bonnie 's Famous Homemade Coffee Cake - $1.25

i

SCOLARSHDLPS TO STUDY ABROAD AT FINDHORN COLLEGE IN SCOTLAND. Range
of courses in Edinburgh and the Highlands. Enviromental field studies in the Findhorn EcoCommunity, Exploration of Scottish life and culture. Semester, year abroad and summer programs.
Website, http://www.tiac.net/biz/fcie. For more information, send name, address and email to
college@tiac.net or telephone 1 800 932-7658
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small o.j.

Open SEVEN days a week from 5:30am-2:00pm
Benton Avenue, Winslow
Bear left at the Winslow bridge-then 3 miles on the left

Congratul ations to the class of
f 96, from everyone at J okas 1
HALF BARRELS:
Pete 's Honey Wheat:
was $105.95++ now $59.99++
Gritt y's Best Brown:
was $107.10++ now $59.99++
Samuel Adams Honey Porter: was
$105.95++ now $69.99++
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: Sun-Wed till 9 pm, Thurs till 10pm , *
Fri & Sat till Midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine
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. JO KA'S DISCOU NT BEVERAGES
:" '
g
52 Fron f S u Waterville, ME
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50692

Mother ' s Bay Special , Sun. Ma y 12t«
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plained. The new library is expected
to be open in time for the Class of
2000.
When news of this donation was
announced, the Board of Trustees
held a secret meeting to discuss their
recently released Recommendations
on Alcohol and the Campus. They
quickly decided to takeback for "further consideration" several recommendations that concerned kegs in
dorm lounges and chem-free housing.
"TheCollegewill be notified when
we have come to any decisions," said
BEvERly Mad-dog '80.
Qzboundadd_dthat"despiteMaine
StateLaws,wehavedecidedtolimitthe
timesthat werequire proper identification to purchase alcohol, hard or otherwise, from noon to 3 p.m. weekday
afternoons.Afterthat,if you are a Colby
student,'come on in."__.

throughout the summer,said "Without those summer kegs, I just don't
know how we at the Dean of Students Office would make it through
the day."
Dean Rosegarden added "Everyone enjoys a few cups from the keg
after a long day's work."
Spokesman Lorry Ozbound of
Joka's, who moonlights as an expert
on Shakespeare on campus,said in a
prepared statement yesterday, "The
money that Colby pours into Joka 's
throughout the year is what really
keeps us afloat. "We thought that it
would be nice to give a little something back."
Per the requirements of the donated money, the library will be
equipped with several refreshment
areas, "where hard-working students may go to escape their studies
for a moment or two," Ozbound ex-

Staff Writer

STUDENT APARTMENTfor rent next year. Close to Colby. Quiet neighborhood. Parking available. First floor 2br + heat inlc. - $450. Second floor 2 br + heat inch - $425. Third floor lbr + heat
- $275. call 873-6513.

i

HOUSE FOR RENT: Sept.'96 - June '97 "The Lake House" 230 Willey Point , Messalonskee
Lake ("Snow Pond") Oakland, Maine. Located in the quiet, northernmost cove of the lake, yet only
5 minutes to Colby campus. Beautiful porch overlooking the lake, dock , lawn and swimming area.
Accomodates 5 or 6 students. Two full bathrooms, including showers in each. Large kitchen,
including stove, oven , dishwasher, large sink, full size refri gerator with freezer , lots of counter
space. 1996-97 Price: Negotiable. If interested , call Richard at (508) 369-1560 eves or (617) 345-

8711 days

MOVING...4-SALE!!! Futon Sofa/Bed , Dresser, Loveseat Sleeper, Antique Trunk, Tables, Chairs,
Bookcases, Kawai Digital (MIDI) ; Piano, Samsung T.V., File Cabinet, Oriental Rug, Moun t ain Bike,
* Tent, X-Country Skiis, Hiking Boot, Patio Chairs , Microwave, Kitchen wares^877-8303.

SUMMER JOBS.IN..BAR HAMfo R-

•Bike Shop Staff: Acadia Bike arid Canoe. Bar Harbor, Needs qualified folks fo its rental, tour and
retail operation. Located in the heart of Acftdia National Park. Positions include: Customer service ,
mechanics , tour leaders.
•Sea Kayak Guides: Coastal Kayaking Tours Inc. NeedsT qualified folks to guide sea kayak tours in
the Acadia National Park Area. Half-day, full-day, and multi-day sea trips. Applicants should
possess excellent outdoor leadership skills, be capable paddlcrs, and enjoy working with people.
Maine Guides License (recreational) required. (Guide training available). Plenty of work, good pay,
. ,
and bonus program.
•Store Manager: Acadia Outfitters: Manager wanted for busy Bike and Sea kayak operation. Fulltime seasonal position includes supervision , sales and hands-on work. Recreation industry experience required. Human relations , and sales skills important. Salary range $8,00:$ 10.00 per hour.
To receive Job descriptions & appli cation call COASTAL KAYAKING TOUR S INC. 388-9605
l«
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Miller Library tower to house incoming Class of '00
BYKATE DUNLOP

housing p lan for the fall of 1996.
"The Miller Library tower is
an excellent place for student resiFor the second year in a row, dences, there are many levels of
large numbers of accepted Colb y wide-open spaces up there," said
app licants surprised the admin- Johnson. "Students living up there
istration by choosing Colby as will have elevator access, be a
their alma mater. After last year's given a key to the tower and also
scramble to house students, an be asked to keep visitors to a minieffort that resulted in the empty- mum."
According to Johnson, in spite
ing of broom closets and lounges
across campus, the administration of all the aerial advantages of beand Dean of Temp Housing ing chosen to live in the tower,
Johnson have announced their students will actuall y have to be
Staff Writer

I

"It would be just
awful if a Beer Die
game got out of hand
and someone . . .
plunged thr ough the
glass."

-Dean of Temp Housing
Johnson

locked in at ni ght when the library closes. "Part of the selection process will be based on the
housing forms. Those who say
they turn in early will be given
first priority for tower housing."
The largest room in the tower,
the Freshmen Dream Trip le, is enclosed entirel y by floor-to-ceiling
glass windows. Contracts will be
signed stating that the occupants
of the glass room will not throw
things and warn that students
should be constantly aware of

Plus, 2 Year Fr ee-Ride Toyot a Auto Care 1
Available to all College Students!

f

If you're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun ,you can receive a $500 Cert if icat e
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.5

Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toy ot a Aut o Care ' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance ,

Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required/

But don't wait...this limited offer ends Sept ember 30, 1996!
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Clidbse from a wide selection b¥ an^ft jew 1996 aj ^
models including.
COROLLA

CAMRY

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality.

scheduled

'

TTerTCZiSL.

Dean 's List for youthful
function & styling.

inspec tions

mrou ,hfl
oil changes and
Toyola Aul Caro Torm covors
5 r °0 ular|y
In your Ownor 's Manual Supplomonl Routine Maintenance Log .
Mo,or,h0
Crodlt
°
" rstCorporation:
1) Graduate , within tlio next six months, from an accroditod four-year collogo , university, or registered nursing dogroo program; graduate (rom an accredited
rs
I^
^^^^P^^cus
^
B
^0
0n T°y°,a
vS®H^
'omo

|||™™wo -yoar college; or bo enrolled In an accredited graduate degree program. In all cases , you havo ono year from receipt of your dogroo to take advantage of tho program. 2) Acquire a verifiable job offe r that will begin
x
within 120 days of your purchase , with a salary sufficient to cover ordinary livin g expenses and vehicle payments. 3) Show proof of Insurability. 4) Have no ailvo rso crodlt history ; Sea your participatin g Toyota doalor for
w
'
details. Similar program available in AL, FL, QA, NO & SC thru World Omni Financial Corp.. Not available in HI.
3 $500 incentive is available with any other Toyota offer. Simply call 1-000-GO-Toyotn and ask for "Collo go " to receive your certificate. Offer Is valid on tho purchase or lease of any now 1096-1097 Toyota vehic le and ends
September 30, 1996. O1908 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

their velocity and proximity to
the windows. Johnson recommended that this area be substance-free.
"It would be just awful if a
Beer Die game got out of hand
and someone lunged for the die
and plunged through the glass,"
said Johnson. "Of course, freshmen aren 't old enough to play
Beer Die, so this decision concerning the glass room is not definite
yet."
Dean of Students Janice K.
Assman endorsed the decision to
utilize the empty levels of the famous local landmark. "I think it's
a wonderful, innovative idea. And
as a bonus, those lucky enough to
live there .will be able to see the
campus as a whole, see where everything is. I'm hoping this will
help new students get around
campus, if they can just visualize
where everything is."
The students chosen to live in
the tower will undergo physical
examinations and be assigned
stairmaster routines in lieu of
summer reading. Most levels of
the tower are accessible only by
steep stairs, and the uppermost
areas onl y by a ladder. Though
this area at the top of the tower is
the most distant, it has the advantage of a lovely wrap-around veranda suitable for surveying the
vast wooded areas surrounding
Colby. The tower contract stipulates that any items thrown off
the tower will be confiscated and
the thrower subject to a $850 fine.
It is recommended that students living in the tower bring a
minimum of belongings to college with them. And whatever
"they 'do—make sure to grab the
rig ht notebook before getting to
Runnals for class.E

ALCOHOL,
continued f rom
p age 1
mission has asked that the
College's academic focus be reevaluated. The report recommends examining JanPlan and
Independent Study programs
to make sure that students have
enough time for drinking.It also
encourages more faculty-student interaction. One aspect of
this will be an increase in student-faculty relations in social
situations, such as meals in the
dining halls, at which alcohol
must be served. The new faculty orientation program will
also contain a session on how to
increase and encourage alcohol
consumption on campus
through open and subliminal
messages in course material.
The Commission has asked
that the Mary Low Coffeehouse
be turned into a pub for all
students, with beer prices to be
supplemented by the recent tuition increase.
Additional recommendations call for hall presidents to
sponsor weekly kegparties and
Beer Die tournament study
breaks, for the abolishment of
cash bars, for increasing the
emphasis on hard alcohol in
addition to beer,and the establishment of loud residence
halls, where students would
be required to have an open
keg and a band play ing at all
times.!

Litters

(The funniest part is that these letters are for real.)

Commandments? What Commandments?
By promoting theTen Command-

ments th e Tennessee legislature is 190

JLXa

*

•:

So, we had a few hours to waste on Thursday morning...
Over the past semester , we've found that Thursday mornings are a littl e bit empty. After working on the paper all week ,
we of t en find ours elve s si tt ing a ro u nd wi t h n ot hing to d o but
sit back and drink a cold beer.
Last week , we fin a lly found a solution. It was staring us in
t he fa ce t h e wh ole t ime : PRINT THE TR U TH AND PI SS PE OP L E
OFF. Althoug h it has always been our slogan , we had never
reali zed the full potent ial of those words.
As it turns out , if we p iss someone off enough , they will
steal every available copy of the Ech o, a nd we ge t t o spend a
whole day chasing down newspapers and redistributing all
4,000 of t hem around ca mpus a se cond t ime.
Some hi ghli ghts of our fun-filled Thursday:
• Digging th rou gh dumps ters all across campus is great fun.
You 'd be amazed at some of the stuf f that people throw away
around here! And the smell, especiall y af t er i t sink s in to
clot hing , i s jus t grea t .
• Talking to Alan and having him get to know you on a firs tname basis.
• Riding around in the Securi ty van is a blast. Everyone
looks at you like you are the criminal. But th at' s all worth it for
getting tb hear the worthl ess radio banter between "base " and
"24. "
• Telling this story over and over an d yes, you guessed it,
over again until it became a legend on campus was an experience. We now know that peop le will always have something to
associate our names with when we're gone. This year 's Echo
will have left its mark.
• Carry ing so many papers is a wonderful way to get your
dail y workou t. For all of you who are tired of walking down to
the fieldhouse every aft ernoon , you can com e jus t walk on
down to the basement ' of Bob's, pick upo several .b undles of
papers; aftd carry them around with you for the resttof J hejday.
So, after driving aroun d and eventuall y discovering 80,000
pages thrown in the dumpster behind the Fieldhouse (you are
probabl y asking yourselves 'what kind of an idiot would steal
all these newspapers and not take them off campus? ' Your
guess is as good as ours ) we were actually luck y enough to get
to crawl inside the dumpste r. We know you 're jealous , but
don 't worry because you , too , can try it sometime.
So if you want to hel p make our Thu rsda y mornin gs more
in t eresting , hel p us out b y doing something stup id so we can
write about it and PISS YOU OFF because that' s what we're all
about: Printing the truth and p i ssing peop le off,a proud tradition since 1877.

oWi-j
fl
%
f rlpi
founded in 1877

yearsbehind the timesofbiblical scholarship. W.M.L. de Wette observed in
1806 that the laws,which according to
the Pentateuch God promulgated
through Moses,appear tobeunknown
in later history recordings of Judges,
Samuel and most of Kings.
Those books show a complete ignorance of Mosaic stipulations. There
is no suggestion that Yahweh is to be
worshipped .only at one central sanctuary, no precise regulations about
how sacrifices are tobe offered,and no
established priesthood to regulate
worship. Chronicles expands Samuel
and Kings so as to include laws con-

spicuousl y absent in them #nd contrary to the behavior of earl y Hebrew
monarchs. De Wette argues that the
laws were framed after, and as a corrective to, the ungodl y behavior of the
early kings.
Kingsonly makesoccasional reference to Mosaic laws until it tells of the
discovery of the "book of law" in the
reign of Josiah in 621 B.C.E., 400years
after David (2 Kings 22). Josiahs's
knowledge of the book represented
and entirely new departure in the religious life of Israel.Josiah commanded
thekeepingofpassover (23:21 ff.) which
hitherto had not been observed. De
Wettesuggestsaccordinglythatawrittenbook of law may not have existed

before Josiah, in whose reign it was,
according to Kings, discovered.
Even Jeremiah, who was active
after the discovery, deemed the law
book of little account and repudiated
its authority (Jeremiah 7:22)
The inconsistency between the
st-u*tingpointofIsraelihistory,asstated
in the opening books of the Bible, and
thathistoiyitselfsuggests thatthebook
of lawsmay havebeen a priestly fabrication introduced long after Israel's
Gol d en A ge under David and
Solomon.
Jim Senyszyn
Charlotte, NC

So what 's your point , J im? -Ed.

Circumcision , sucks

Circumcision, the surg ical r emoval of the foresk in of
the penis, developed into a routine practice in the U.S. in
thetwentieth century.The U.S. is the only Western nation
to practice routine, non-religious infant circumcision,
where roughly 55 per cent of baby boys are still for ced to
undergo th is p ainful surg ery, done usually without anesthesia and always without the infant's consent. Worldwide, 85 per cent of males are NOT circumcised.
In 1971 and 1975 the Amer ican academy of Pediatr ics
concluded th at th ere ar e "no valid medical indications for
circumcision" of the newborn. In 1978 the American
College of Obstetr icians and Gynecologists endorsed this
position, as has the Amer ican Academy of Fam ily Physicians, th e College of Pediatric Ur ologists, the Canad ian
PaediatricSociety. Thomas J. Ritter, M.D., in his book Say
No to Circumcision! (Hour glass Book Publ ishing, 1992),
details forty compelling reasons why cir cumcision is not
in a child's best interest.
Routine circumcision adds $240 million/year needlessly toburgeoning medical costs, and it isnot risk-free.
id can be tragid 'GirThe complicat ions are numer ous, ar
cumcision afeo cau^_sW icks'of s6-rie -sexual sensations
and furiction. For the -i_hci_~c\_mcise_lMale and his female
partner , the foreskin enhances sexual pleasure.
Some men who were circumc ised as infants and wish

I have the power

I wish to earn the attention of
college students to a problem. I have
written every college newspaper in
your state for this purpose.
I am an economist. My views are
so powerful that when w idely read ,
they cause world financ i al markets
to move. I can move markets.
But because of th is fact , the major
American newspapers will not publish my work. I am deliberatel y censored in my own country simply
because my economic views arepowerful.

th ey had been left intact have undergone surgical and

non-surgical foreskin restoration techniques. The book
77k J oy of Uncircumcisiing: Restore Your Birthright and

Maximize Sexual Pleasure by Jim Bigelow, Ph.D. (Hourglass Book Publ ishing, 1992) describes these techniques,
and can be ordered at most bookstores. The best solution
ultimately, howev er , is to NOT circumcise infants in the
f irst place!
Whereas millions of males in this countr y ar e subj ect
to genital mut ilation by routine infant circumcision, millions of females in Afr ica, part s of Asia,and many Islam ic
countr ies are subject to genital mutilation by female
circumcision, excision, and infibulation. Procedures run
the gamut from remov ing only the clitor is or clitoral hood
to r emoval of a major port ion of the vulva and closing of
the vag ina , with only a small opening left to perm it
passage of urine and menstrual blood.
Further free informat ion on circumc ision is ava ilable
from the childbirth Education Foundation; P.O. Box 5,
R ichboro , PA 18954.
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I don 't even know what to say about that one. -Ed. .

I wish to interest college students

in my work. Enclosed are two essays
I wish for you to publish. When the
essay in the Farm Journal magazine
was publ ished , the price of Silver
immed iatel y ju mped 33% in value in
3 week' s time. I also received much
fan ma il from our nation 's farmers.
As you can see from the enclosures , General John Shalikashvili,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and former President George Bush
were both favorabl y impressed w ith
my views.

Please assisfme.
Joe Kinney
Plainfield, Ind iana
Hmmm...let's see how imp ressed
President Bush was: "Thanks you f or
taking the time to share your viewswith
me. Your points are well taken, and I
appreciate the sp irit of f riendship that
prompted you to write. "
Sounds like George didn 't reall y
g ive a damn about Mr, Kinney 's ideas.
Neither do we. -Ed.

DAVID MACLEAY, Alicia'a Bitch
ALISON BORNSTEIN, Qwirf Riot
ALYSSA GIACOBBE, Shmooze Editor
GALEN CARR, Baseball Editor
WHITNEY GLOCKNER, California Girl
KATE DUNLOP, Fearless Editor
JUDY RING, Cigarette Editor
KYLIE J. TAPHORN , Staff Embezzler
DANIEL DEITCH, Internet Coordinator
ERIC WITTI-AKE, Offline Asst.

JESSICA BOHN, Ltying-aut-in the sun Editor
JENNIFER ATWOOD, Pornograp her
BOB ELLfNGER, Traitor
KOL HARVEY, Asst. Booze Editor
JENNIFER SPIESS, Asst. Kegstand Editor
BRENT RYAN , Bad Fad Manager
GARY GOULD1N, Prescriptions Manager
LIZ WARD, Sloppy Editor

The Kol-by EKiiis a weekly newspaper published by the students of Kol-by College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The EKQ encourages letters from ils readers, esp eci a ll y those within the immediate
communily. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must not pertain to a current issue
or topic at Kol-by. Lcttersare due by 8 p.m. Monday forpublication thesame week. Letters
should be typed ancl must be signed ancl include an address or phone number. If possible,
please also submit letters on a 3,biz inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format. You
may also submit letters via e-mail to "ZKr.@koI-by.edu ".
The EKQ reserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials, above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features arc those of the author , not the EKQ.
The EKQ will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates , free dates, or to contact us about submitting an
article, p lease call (207) 872-6969 (x6969 on campus).

. . . the fri dge for the Last Day of
Loudness...

Orgasms

Wanna get a tan?
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Don't he so anglo-centric
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BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER

this as the majority of the eviOpinionated and Edited
dence will be burnt as offerings to
dead rock stars who wrote songs
It occurrs to me that the stu- that lasted too long. While I realdents of Clubby College are in for ize that he was important enough
a surprise next year. The Fall of for his own ice cream flavor, he
1996 will arrive, as it will every- was a bit long winded.
But we should not speak ill of
where else in this great world,
but there will be one major differ- the Dead.
ence here on No-flower hill: there
While the residents of High
will be no Fall next year.
and Merry commons are burning
In fact, there will be no Spring their herbiage, the residents of
or Summer either, as the board of Great Dana will be conducting a
Untrustees has decided, without Biospehere experiement on the
the consent of the students to ex- possiblity of sustaining missed
ten d the Winter
meals 24 hours
season year-round
a day. While it
on campus. As
is expected that
part of the cold to
some students
the core curricuwill experience
lum, students will
severe water rebe asked to take
tention due to
part of a diversity
the high quanseminar entitled Antarctica: Un- tity of sodium in the food, they
der heated and Overrated.
will be given air fresheners to take
The administration is sure that the smell out of their hallways.
this will boost them in the ratings
However enriching this semiof fri gid New England colleges nar may be for the students' unand urges students to take care of derstanding of multiculturalism
all the activities surrounding the . and diversity, it is my opinion
year-long experiments on the ef- that this experiment, in a word;
fects of light deprivation and sucks. Icicles, of course. While
binge drinking on campus. Be- the untrustees may be able to racause it will be to cold to go out- tionalize this, in terms df
•* feid'e) students are expected to or- schlloobage.i£iings\(it may even
der copious amounts of food from s -put us _ up> fchefe iwith j the pola_
poorl y nicknamed quasi-Italian bears.'), this represents the
food restaurants and consume co- completion of a process that has
pious amounts of alcohol in order driven the College completel y
to pass the time.
round the bend. Next thing you
President Clobber expects that know they will be asking all sethe students in the outer reaches niors to write a thesis on their
of the campus will suffer the most experiences of allienation and sofrom this progressive form of ho- cial figidity at Clubby.
mogenous education. It is exPerhaps, their Student Governpected in fact that no one will ment will step in and stop this
even see most of the residents of grave event from taking place; bad
Glacier-Side during the year long idea. How about the Coalition of
seminar. In fact, they will be par- Political Apathy? No, they will
taking in a year long course on j ust e-mail on the topic. Wait, I
self-embalming in sub-zero tem- know, it is Super Slurpee, deperatures.
fender of the right to just say yes!
While the residents of Glacier- Super Slurpee, author of the book,
Side are freezing their butts off , "Plow to Waste $100,000 and Make
literall y, the residents of Hi gh and Your Pa rents Believe it Was Worth
Merry Commonplace will be con- It ," is our onl y hope. It is onl y
duct their own experiments in the Super Slurpee that can restore
growth of greenery in adverse order and Summer to our campus
conditions. It is expected that no and drive the Untrustees back
one will ever know the results of from whence they came.L
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Say goodbye to the trees

Colby needs new cost reduction stra tegies
BY MARC "MILHOUS *

FAIRBROTHER
Staff Writer

c

Che_k<_a c^our wail&f latel y ?
There fiifght riot be mhr_ft ir. there.
That of course could have changed
had the Republicans nominated
Steve Forbes for President, but that
is beside the point. With the insanity of the rising costs associated
with a Colby education, your bank
account has most likely taken a severe beating. At $27,900 you could
either purchase yourself a full y
loaded Ford Mustang Cobra Convertible (I suggest Deep Forest
Green Metallic or perhaps Opal
Frost) and still have money left over
for a couple of CDs for cruising
music, or a year of Colby College.
Your choice.
OK, so it's not really a choice,
because if it were you'd be cruising
Beachfront Avenue with the top
down right now. But not to fret. I
have come up with an ingenious (if
Ido sayso myself) id ea to lower the
costs of attending Colby. We cannot really ask those who alread y

give to Colby to donate more because they are burd ened just as
much as the rest of us. Therefore,
we have to find a way for the College to bring in money from other
sources to offset a lowered tuition
and room and board cost (ideally
set at $150 per student). The answer: exploit the natural resources
of the campus.
What we take f or granted is that
by living on the Colby campus we
are living on a gold mine, perhaps
quite literally. We have hundreds of
acres of prime forest land that could
be logged by paper companies for
pulp or by utility companies for
utility poles.Rightby the president's
house would be a perfect place to
put in a skidder path. The loggers
could cut the trees down from behind Runnals and the Hillside and
also from the Arboretum and then
p ile them up in the Clobbers' front
yard to be hauled off.
But not only do we have an excess amount of trees on this campus
(ever noticed how they always just
seem to be in the way when you
want to walk somewhere off the

beaten path?), but there quite possibly may be hundredsof tons of minerals and precious metals just waiting to be unearthed. We could enter
into contracts with1 mining companies to extract whatever natural minerals and metals may be found under the Quad or on the Row. Sure,
we might have to watch out a bit for
the blasting and the pits, but that is
such a small price to pay for lowered costs of college when you think
about it.
It's really a simple concept. We
let loggers and miners, etc., exploit
the natural resources of the Colby
campus. In exchange they pay the
College for the use of the land, and
then the College can take that money
and apply it to offsetting its costs,
thereby reducing the amount that
students and their families mustpay
to attend Colby. Also, the overall
expenses for the College would most
likel y be reduced as well because
there would be little if any grass left
to mow or bushes to prune. It's a
win-win situation for all.
"Save the trees," you may say.
Forget that. Save your wallets'.E

Colby's most offensive guy tells all.
Conrad, what is your biggest
asset?

Conrad, what is your favorite
position?

Conrad, what is your favorite
subject here at Colby ?

Ii

Conrad, who's your ideal date?

Conrad, show us your sensitive side.
Echo photos by Woody

Mule Mania infests Art andA
the Fieldhouse

combined

Sp ew-Abrings one more p arty
BY JUDE "THE RINGER"
RING

exactly sure if we were going to
be able to cover the entire cost of
the show, but we were pleasantl y
A&H Editor
surprised. It looks like we have
During a year which brought enough excess funds to give out
George Clinton, God Street Wine, free promotional t-shirts, as well."
Dave Matthews, Otis Day, and asPresident Clobber gave accosorted other notable musicians, it lades to several groups who
seems that the best is yet to come. helped bring Mu leAMania to MayTo break up the monotony and flower Hill, and expressed his
stress of finals, Colby brings to excitement for the show: "I think
you MuleAMania: the first version Colby's current alcohol policy
of the Lollapallooza tour to make it aided us quite a bit in the
fundraising. I
this far north.
1 " i """
BMI
n__m_____a________ i^oyy that
¦
"
^
"""¦
"
"™
quite
Colb y stu"
_.
a few students
dents will be
Funds for the
treated to a free
slept through a
concert "were made
few meals and
all-day music
ordered WHOP
party featuring
possible by profits
bands includafter consummade by Dining
ing a couple too
ing The Red
Services throughout
Hot Chili Pepmany
cold
ones."
pers, Smashing
the year.
And who is
Pump kins ,
Everclear , A
Clobber lookTribe Called
ing forwafid to
Quest, Tori Amos, Nine Inch seeing the most? "Well, I'm reall y
Nails, Anthrax, and special guests looking forward to seeing Trent
Public Enemy and the Ice-T led Reznor in person. I want to get as
Bod y Count.
close to the front as possible so I
How was it possible for Colb y can catch some of his bod y fluids,
to attract so many big names? And and maybe do some sta.gediving, "
¦¦ ¦
with no cover? Funds for the con- he said.
\r:
\\ _ ,
7 Atteihpts made to contact the
cert were made possible by profin
partici pating
its made b y Dining Services bands
throughout the year . According MuleAMania were largely unsucto the powers that be, the revenue cessful. Gangsta rapper Ice-T was
incurred by charg ing students for the only musician who was availmeals they missed (remember all able for comment: "Where the
those breakfasts you slept &*% A is Waterville?" he asked.
MuleAMania will begin on May
through?) and the questionable
price per meal has been put aside 19 at 10 a.m. in the Fieldhouse.
during the year in order to bring The Colby Security Department
asks students to come to the conMuleAMania to Colb y.
According to the members of cert fully clothed , able to walk
Spew-A, the concert has been ar- unaided , and in good health. Sturanged at such short notice be- dents will not be allowed to bring
cause organizers were unsure ex- any alcoholic beverages or illegal
actl y how much of the costs would drugs into the Fieldhouse; these
be covered through the excess will be available once inside. Anyfood funds. Fortunatel y, Colb y one interested in volunteering in
students came through without setup, security, or vending at the
even knowing it. One member of shows may contact organizers via
Spew-A exp lained, "We weren't email at mania @colby.edu.£

Artwork by Christina Scannapiego
Aspart of the Student Art Exhibit in the Colby Museum of Art, a d isplay f eaturing
"Ran dom Notebook Doodles of Bored Colby Students9* will begin May 13. Included in
this display is an excerpt f r o m the EN272 notebook of Christina Scannapiego *99. The
p iece was inspired by VisitingAssociate Prof essor Michael Smirke's lecture on War
Poets.
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ok thi s pl -jaet
The "You're Not Going To Pass, Anyway"
Multi-Keg All Night Party Series
May 15-19 beginning at 9 p.m.
East Quad and Pierce
Country Music Jamboree
featuring Garth Brooks and Reba Mclntyre
May 11 at 7 p.m.
Roberts Lawn
Smoke Your Own
Herbal Lovefest
May 12 in Mary Low Coffeehouse

off

thi s ^lat__i«t

Bowdoin
Who the hell cares?
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film s
Stu-A Film
"Debbie Does Dallas "
May 9-11 at 9 and 11 p.m.

That 's up north somewhere, right?

"Deep Th roat "
Boa tload of Pears Cinema
Continuous showings

Waterville

"ReeferMad ness "

UMaine at Orono

Absolutely nothing, as usual.

Foss/Woodman main lounge

all da y every day
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Orgasms
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Bad breath; solution to the Halitosi's problem
""""""""""

BY MIKE TRUMAN
Staff Writer

Boy, I sure do enjoy breathing.
There's nothing like taking in a nice
breath of fresh air on a spring morning. But it's these kinds of luxuries
that are destroying the country. Instead of working to build a better
tomorrow, millions of Americans
are wasting their time breathing.
That 's why it's time to take decisive
action — abolish breathing.
In the short of it, breathing is
ruining the economy. How many
times have you heard some sally
say, "Hold on, I need to catch my
breath." Wasted time! They could
have been conducting a hostile takeover, laying off a few thousand
employees, etc. In this high-tech
world , there is no room for error.
Do you think the Japanese are
breathing? Hell no. And if they are,
they 're probably only taking one or
two breaths per shift (Breath breaks
of some sort). America cannot stay
on top if it's not willing to stay

abreast with its competitors.
It is a microeconomic princi ple,
pure and simp le. For everything
you do, there is an opportunity
cost. If I want to buy a p ickup
truck, I can't buy that karioke machine. Same goes with breathing.
If I want to breathe, the time I
spent doing that cannot be spent
on other things. Now some people
try to breathe and work at the same
time, but it lowers the quality of
what they're doing. It's like walking and chewing gum as seen in
those Trident commercials. It can't
be done!
But look at the brand new array
of possibilities that open up when
people finally start to refrain from
breathing. Two new frontiers open
up — the oceans and outer space.
Let's face it, eventually we're going
to run out of land to put people on.
We're going to need to put them
somewhere, and where better than
underwater. Of course, we'll have
to build cities from scratch as well
as some elaborate transportation

HW
*jl

in space travel I know of is how to
store enough oxygen for our astronauts to complete the trip. If you
don't breathe, where's the problem? Again, more resources means
more jobs. It seems to me that
breathing is the bane of our economic existence!
Now you might ask yourself,
with all this prosperity awaiting us,
what group of fools have been making us breathe all this time? Longwinded politicians. See? See? It's
even in their name—long-winded;
it has everything to do withb-r-e-a-

t-h-i-n-g. That's right boys, I'm on
to you! I know all about those secret
pacts with the Oxygen companies!
Selling out your soul and country to
those damn air special interest
groups, eh! Well, no longer! The
people will hear about this outrage!
They'll hear!
To sunm up, bbreathing is rrrui
ning eerything we as Aa,mericans
have workde hharrrrrrd for., I
diidin't wastre ttttttime breathiigfn
whil;;;;e w w wwri tinb g this
coulmnmm and loooook whttat it;'s
do ne fr meeeeeee
Z
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the AT&T

tBBBh^I ^Ultimate ROAD TRIP"

S(jJHr

Al Corey Music
in Center

^L "Everything

system. Youknowwhat thatmeans?
It means jobs, which is good for the
economy.
The same goes for space travel.
Again, Earth is a finite resource.
We're going to run out of the things
dear to us— oil,uranium,etc. We're
going to have to get more somewhere. We're going to have to go to
Mars and barter with the Martians
for some resources , although it
would probablt be simpler to conquer them and use them for slave
labor (also good for the economy.)
Anyhow,the biggest sticking point

Music "

99 Main Street Waterville
Telephone 872-5622
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grand prize

' WINNERS - Round-Trip

Specializing in Collision Repairs of All

Vehicles , Forei gn and Domestic
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DAVID MATHIEU CO.

--~— ————_-———

* Leather-bound passport folders
• High-quality currency converters
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THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden 's best ." sold here.

Established
1928

mm

H

A UTO BODY
Allen St., Waterville
872-5518

Behind College Ave
Car Wash

Or see your Study Abroad
Counselor for more details .

No purchase necessary . Void where prohibited. Sweepstakes ends 5/31/96. Open to
citizens of the U.S., 18 years or older , attending school abroad for the Fall "96
semester through participating schools. See your Study Abroad Counselor for
official rules and details.
O 1996 AT&T

.

Who the hell do you think you are?
Pancho Villa?

CAPTAIN CAVEMAN!!!

I'm long lost Anastasia

The guy in the Camel's leg.

Dah-na-na-na-na-na-na-na
Batman!
Echo vholos by Woody

Me OT^fe :

Yes, that's right, afterjj| cking and choosing and highlighting every
player he could this sea^^^iigured he'd give himself a little ink for
working so hard .Yet^Wf^^^ w,if the honor of Awesome.All-Star
was given purely orll®lS^^j iXd work, then the sec&i^Would be
about teniAea ^i^Sl^^kMe has decid##-fce a little
differaj i|$f_3p^^
really £«!ip ^
i&he gfct st^^^&meone else
All-Sfim|b^Mhou^
„ ;rj f T^^^V
who was actually de_?ei^g^„meJh^no*:

Joe Cainel '^ -Sf^vli?

Hey, let's give it up for our new mascot: T^u_»;guy is an absolute
stud. It's about time we had a mascot who represents- everything that
is good in life. I mean, let's face it. Camel, from C^ilornia, is smoother
than any of our competitors' mascots could even dreampf being. Plus,
with that leather jacket, Camel is sure to be a Friday night highlight.
Hey, it's beenreallynice to seeeveryonearound campus wearing their
Camel hats in support of our new friend- We've madeliim feel right at
home and assured him that we are totally confident in his ability to
represent us as a school. Joe, you da man.

J hunan
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BY G MONEY
Baseball Editor

It being the end of the year and
all, I fi gured I'd try to entertain
you, the reader, in only the best
way that I can. Therefore, I have
decided to write an article with
you. Yes, that's ri ght. It was the
game of the year and it was all
about what you wanted to make
of it, because frankly, I could care
less. I'm just sick of having to write
these stupid things.
It was a real
of a day out
, ME, where
on the
in
the wind was howling and the
were
. I had to decided
to wear my
, which was good
because it was
cold out. I'm
telling you, if I had my choice of
where to play
, it certainly
wouldn't have been here.
Anyway, started out with a
and began to pour it on
those
. Every time I
around,we were
something
, putting the opposition in a
real
. I looked at the
scoreboard and couldn't believe
my
eyes. After the first

to
.
,thescorewas
!We were on an abso.
I
figured if this
lute
went on any longer, someone
the
.
would have to
later,
after
about
an
Weil,
, I looked
I had been
my
and
to my
,
up at the scoreboard
, things had changed in a
,
. Now, the game was
.
and I began to get a little
What the
had
? I
couldn't
that these
had
actually
the
. The
were going absolutely
. The
game was no
anymore; it
was now time to
the
.
Since I had been
on the bench
all day, I couldn't have been more
when Coach asked me to
. I was a little
at the
time, but decided that if I was going to
a
of myself I
would have to perform
.I
out a little, just to get the
flowing. But it was so
cold that I didn 't know if I could
. However, that day the
were with me. When I
onto
the field, I knew that this was my
time to
in the
. I was

any
that
prepared to
stood in my
. That day, nome.
body was going to
Well, no sooner than I had
, the
ball
my
my
. It was
was right
now or never. I had to
the
if I was to
the fans
and be a
for my coach and
and
my team. I seized the
. The
the play. It was
were going
. It was
like a dream. There was
all
We
had
finall
over the place.
y
the big one. All
had
broken loose, and no one was gous from
whating to
ever we wanted. It was the
time of my
.Especially when
the
came up to me after the
.
game and
me on my
__ .
What a
Well, there you go. Just like it
happened. No kidding. It was just
one of those things. Hey, sometimes we just have to step up and
do more than what is expected of
us. If you are able to do that, than
you can tell your grandkids about
it someday. What
could you
for?Z
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An AH Non-Smoking Restaurant
" ' ' ¦¦

DO IT YOURSELF

'

"

'

BREAK THE PIZZA HABIT

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FREE DELIVERY*

DINE-IN SUN-THUR - 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
|

|

I

I

PURE VEG. OIL

MON-THUR --ll-9 pm
CALL /SwT
^
MSfi
FRI & SAT - 11-10 pm
)
^aAV
877-7644
SUN - 12-8 pm
^^
NO ADDED SALT

1 * 10.00 minimum wflast delivery 15 minutes til closing
Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?

l^ove?, tsAom md Vad '&J
,2
S i'f t o and J \ddo t&

215A College Ave. Waterville, ME 04901
*We deliver Kegs *
*Please have I.D.' s ready *
*We welcome retumables*
/ * Elm City
/Discount Beverages

coiby

CoIIc ec

* "^A
Mid Moine

\.\ , . , . „.

Mc<Jical

\ hustis I'kwy ,

oni /ion
87-3-4837

/.1

Budweiser

/|
/ c?

12 pack CBllS
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y t V00++
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%
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' Oak Si.
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Carlo Rossi
4.0 Liter wines
1 . $8.49++
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OCLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main Strcet-Fairficld 453-9756 Open Mon.-Tliurs. & Sat 9-5, Fri. 9-8

"The Official Gam e of Colby GoUegeT]
Object :

Although it has been said that the
object of this game is to get your
opponents so drunk that they forget their name, this is not the true
point of the game. The true object
of the game is to get to 7 points
before your opponents.When there
are competitors waiting to play, it is
courteous to play games to 5. On
the other hand, if no competitors
are waiting to play the two teams
might decide to play until one team
"boots" or until there is no beer left.
The length of the game is up to the
host of the party/owner of the table,
but officially games are to 7.

Equipment :

•1die (this has traditionally been a
white, plastic, 5/8" die. Other colors, sizes,and compounds havebeen
used but should only be used in a
case of desperation.)
• 1table(standard size 2 1/2' by 8'
with a height of 2 1/2'. Proper "Old
school" tables are made of solid
wood with no coating and true 90
degree corners. Unfortunately these
tables are becoming extremely hard
to find. So, to accommodate this,
tables with plastic coatings and
sometimes plexiglass are often substituted. 6' tables are often used
where an 8 table will not fit. In
some cases where tables are extremely hard to find athletes have
been known to use kitchen tables,
ping pong tables, and even picnic
tables. These tables are not recommended and if used it is possible
that an athlete's game could be
adversely affected.)
•4 cups (a standard cup is a 16 oz.
Solo keg cup.Twelve oz. cups can be
substituted if there are no 16 oz.
cups, but adjustments will have to
be made and are not recommended.
The dimensions of the Solo cujb are
essential for the consistent play of
all the competitors).
•4 people who want to have a good
time (an absolute necessity, no sissies here. Both sexes should be integrated into play to optimize "good
times")
•1 person who likes to tell others
what to do (usually not hard to
find)

•4 chairs, or some sort of seating
for two people on each side of the
table (couches, empty kegs, bean
bags, a 4 by 4 supported by empty
cases of beer, you get the picture)
• 1 marker (preferably permanent)
• 1 piece of posterboard (the table
can be substituted here but make
sure it isn't the dining room table.)

THE RULES

General Rules of the Game:
^
iJAl. A player is not allowed to say
; any form of 5 or 7 during the duration of the game.
A2. A game starts when the first
game (not practice) die is thrown
and it ends when one team gets 7
points.
A3. The scoring in a game is up to 7
and win by 2.
<A4. There is a cap of 11 (first team
j to 11 wins regardless of 2 point
[ lead)
>A5. During the game 5 is pro' nounced "biz "
|A6. During the game 7. is pronounced "b u z"
A7. 15 would be pronounced
"bizteen " and 55 would be pronounced "bizity-biz "
A8. 17 would be pronounced
^ "buzteen " and 77 would be pronounced "buzity-buz "
A9. For each time that tlie above
rules are broken a player must take
1 drink.
A10. 77, 55, etc. result in multiple
drinks (one for each offense, i.e. 2
for 55 and 77)
All . At the start of each game all
players have a full cup of beer.
A12. The team that loses must.chug
A13. It is legal to drink at any point
during the game, but it must be

done as a team.
*
A14. Unusually large breasts canbe
considered to be a horizontal surface, but this must Jbe predetermined before the gariie.
A15. The partner you start with is
the one that you must finish with, if
someone leaves, a forfeit is taken.
A16. The winners of a game have
the honor of continuing play on the
table in their quest for more wins
and beer.
Set up:
B1. Each team of two must be seated
at opposite ends of the table.
B2. The space, available from the
edge of the table to each team must
be equal (i.e. one team can't be
backed up against a wall with no
room to catch)
B3. Each person's cup should be
placed on the table in the following
manner: place your elbow in the
corner at which you are playing.
Put your forearm down on the table
so that it is along the edge of the
table (but completely on the table)
pointing directly to the other teams
side. Now make a fist with thumb
tucked under fingers and place your
cup on the table to the side of your
fist (the side that has a piece of the
table next to it!!)
Drinking
CI. A drinkis any time beer touches
the lips
C2. There are 5 drinks per 1full cup
of beer (12oz) (if beer is low, sometimes 7 can be substituted).
C3. A "chug" is the completion of all
the beer in one's cup.
C4. A team has two(2) minutes to
finish their beers
C5. A "fill and chug" is the completion of all the beer in one's cup, the
refill of thecup, and the completion
of another whole cup.
C.6. After a cup has been emptied , it
nWt be refilled.
C7. This is a team sport, there is no
"I" in team. A team always drinks
together: if one teammate has to
drink, they both have to drink.
C8. Only your partner is allowed to
drink for you.
C9. Any time the die is on the table
showing 5 the team thatlasttouched
the die must chug. Exception in
rule CI2.7 (this is because the cup
is considered part of the hand).
CIO. Illegal throws that land on the
table, regardless of whether the die
hits an opposing are drank for by
the team that threw the die.
CI 1. PLUNKS:
CI 1.1. When the die goes in the cup
(on the fly or bounce) this is called
a "plunk"
CI 1.2. When there is a plunk, the
team whose cup the die entered
must chug their beers
CI 1.3. Without touching the die
with die hand or any other part of
the body, the die must enter the
mouth of the person who was
plunked.
C11.4. The person who was plunked
must then make the 5 side of the die
show (partner usually instructs as
to the number showing)
Cll.S.The diemust thenbespitout
onto the table
C11.6. The spitter must spit the die
out from no closer than 1 foot off
the surface of die table.
C11.7. If the die falls off the table
the team that spit the die out must
refil l and chug
C11.8. If the die lands on 5 the team
that spit the die must refill and
chug
CI 1.9. If the die lands on another
num ber, play resumes.
C11.10. The person who throws the
plunk gets his or her nickname on
the plunk board
Cll.ll. A plunk is a plunk is a
plunk: this means that as long as
the die has entered your cup you
must follow the above rules
C11.12. It does not matter if the
plunk was a whip, a mis-catch,
thrown by someone not playing the
game or just dropped in your cup.

RULES AND REGULATIONS !

CI 1.13 Although it is legal to place
the die in the opposing team's cup,
it is frowned upon by all and not a
sportsmanlike action.
CI 1.14. The die must stay in the
cup for it to count as a plunk.
CI 1.15. If the die lands in the cup
and the numbers on the die are
above the beer line, it counts as a
plunkbut the team whowas plunked
must fill and chug.
CI 1.16. If the number 5 is showing
on the die above the beer line the
team who wasplunked must fill and
chtig twice.
CI 1.17. THE PLUNK BOARD:
i. The plunk board is generally a
giant piece of poster board,
ii.. After a plunk the person who
threw the plunk gets a nickname,
iii. This nickname is then placed on
the plunk board with 1slash mark
next to it.
iv. Every time thisperson plunks on
that table, 1 more slash mark is
added next to his or her name,
v. On the off chance that somebody
is so bad that they plunk their own
team's cup (self plunk), they will
have to drink but this does not get
put on the plunk board as a plunk,
vi. Self-plunks canbe recorded with
special notation on the plunk board
to humiliate the person who threw
them.

vii. Each table has one plunk board
that stays with the table,
viii.The nicknames and slash marks
can be written directly on the table
if the owner wants it this way.
ix. Only people who are playing in
the game can be put on the plunk
board
C12. PLINKS:
C12.1. A plink is any time the die
hits the cup (on the fly or bounce)
but does not plunk.
CI 2.2. Unlike a plunk , a plink is not
a plink is not a plink. This means
that a throw must be legal to have it
count as a plink (i.e. Would the
throw have been counted as a point
if it had not hit the cup and gone off
the end of the table? Was it high
enough? Did it hit a horizontal surface (not the table) or a player's
hand first? etc.).
CI2.3. If these criteria have been
met then the team who got plinked
must take 1 drink.
CI2.4. If the die hits both cups in
thesamethrowthisis called adouble
plink and the team who was plinked
must take 2 drinks.
CI2.5. If the die bounces out of the
cup it is a plink.
C12.6. If thediehits thecup and the
cup tips over the team that was
plinked must fill and chug twice.
C12.7. If the die hits the cup and
then lands on 5, the team that was
plinked must chug.
C12.8. If the die hits the cup (on the
bounce or fly) and the team which
is receiving the die catches it before
it hits the table after hitting the cup,
the team does not have to drink.
CI2.9. When the die plinks the
opposing teams' cup and then
comes back to plink the throwing
teams' cu p , all teams must drink
for the number of times it hit their
cups.(If the die then lands on 5 the
team whose cup it hit last must
chug.)
CI 2.10. Although completely hideous, self-plinks are not drank for
separately.
Order:
Dl. The first person to throw the
die in a game of beer die is the
oldest person at the table.
D2. After the first person has thrown
the person seated directly across
from him throws the die.
D3. The third person to throw will
always be the partner of (lie oldest
person playing.
D4 The forth person to throw will
be the last person playing.
D5 The order described in D1-D4
must always be followed.
D6 If the order is broken, the team
that broke the order must take 1

drink.
;
D7 If the order is broken and it is
not called before the other team
throws the die,then when the error
is discovered the team who has the
die must call (out loud) "possession" and die order is resumed.
D8 If one team asks the other team
what the order is, the opposing
team must give them an answer, to
the best of their knowledge (they
will not be able to call "out of order"
if they give a false answer).
D9 If neither team is sure of the
order (after being asked) the team
that possesses the die can call "possession" and restore the order. Either person on the team may restore the order.
D10 When "possession" is called
this grants the throwing team complete amnesty from any "out of
order" calls.
Dl 1 Possession can only be called
after a break in the game, i.e. any
time that a team has to drink, if
someone boots, if security comes
in, etc.,
Dl 2. The only exception to rule Dl 1
is when there is a plink and the die
rolls all the way back to the other
side of the table where the team
who threw it sits. In this case the
team who threw it can catch the die
as it falls off the end (not the side)
of the table. When they catch it they
can call "possession" and resume
the order from their side of the
table.
D13 "Possession" can not be called
when there is not a valid break in
the game.
D14 Seats can not be switched during the game.
Throwing:
El. All throws must be made with
one hand
E2. All throws must be made with
the palm of the hand, facing up
' - ''"(unde&rlfiand). ':¦ "};¦ . $ . E3. The die must be thrown at least
as high as it is long. 6 feet long = at
least 6 feet high (exceptions can be
made in areas with low ceilings).
E4. Each player is allowed one throw
that does not meet the requirements of rule A3, this is called a
"whipwarning".Afterthis, the throw
will be a whip and the team that
threw it will have to take 1 drink.
E5. If a whip warning or whip occurs, the die is dead and no plinks
or points can be scored.
E6. The die must travel at least half
the length of the table in the air. If
this requirement is not met the
team that threw the die must take 1
drink. It is also customary for the
receiving team to heckle the
thrower.
E7. A die that is thrown and completely misses the table is called
"heinous" and the team that threw
it must take 1 drink.
E8. In the absence of a "God," all
calls on throwing are made by the
receiving team.
E9. Whips must be called in the air
before they hit the table.
E10. Throws that hit the ceiling are
acceptable when the receiving team
does not call an intentional spike
off die ceiling in the air.
Ell. Dice that hit anything besides
the ceiling or a cup on their way
down the table are automatically
ruled dead.(walls, people, meteorites, etc.)
El2. If the die is interferred with in
flight or on the table by an external
force(i.e. drunk kid) the throw is
redone as long as the throw would
have been legal otherwise.
Catching:
Fl. All catches must be made witli
one hand.
F2. In order to count as a catch, the
die can not hit a horizontal surface
after leaving the table.
F3. The die can not be trapped
against the body (i.e. the die can't
be caught by forcing the die against
the chest with the hand).
F4. The die may touch any number

of vertical surfaces and any combination of a teams hands (one at a
time).
Scoring:
Gl. There is an imaginary 45 degree plane projecting out from each
corner of the table. If the die
bounces/rblls/etc. off the end of
the table and inside these 2 planes
and is not caught, a point is scored
by the throwing team.
G2. No diihking occurs when a point
is scored (hence, in theory it is
possible to drink nothing in a game
of beer die, but I wouldn't count on
it).
G3. It is impossible to score a point
for the other team while you are
throwing, no matter how bad you
are.
G4. A point can be scored by the
throwingteam if the die grazes the
back edge of the table and is not
caught (a.k.a. the perfect throw).
God
HI. God generally presides in a
place where he or she can see the
action equally well on both sides,
and is able to make definite decisions during the game.
H2. God is there to settle differences in all aspects of the game.
H3. God can only be summoned to
make a call by one of the players
playing the game.
H4. God can only make calls when
he is asked to.
H5. All of God's decision are undisputable and final, except when the
team whom the call is in favor of
agrees that God's call was wrong.
H6. Arguing with God can cause
severe results and is generally in
bad taste.
H7. If there is no God then final calls
are made by the team which the call
was against.
H8. God has the authority to maintain order throughout the ga:rrie iri
regards to proper Beer Die etiquette
and can enforce this by making
participants drink for bad behavior.
Other Rules
"OLD SCHOOL R ULES ": These
rules are for the hard-core Beer Die
player, and should be approached
with caution as they can cause absolute carnage in a short time. This
is by no means a complete list of
O.S.R.S, but is merely a sampling of
rules that our forefathers have
played with.
O.S.R.l. After three out of bounds
throws by one team, that team must
take a drink.
O.S.R.2. When a player says 5 or 7
their team must chug their beers.
O.S.R.3. Anytime any player uses
another player's real name, their
team must take a drink.
O.S.R.4. Everytime a beer is to be
chugged, it must be filled first.
"HO USE R ULES ": These rules are
always fun to play with because it
adds a personal touch to the game
that you play in your "house".Here
are some favorties.
H.R.I. Everytime someone has to i
drink they have to stand and drink
with their left hand , if not, their I
team has to take a drink for each |
violation.
i
H.R.2. When you plunk you get to
put on a song of your choice.
I
H.R.3. You must get naked when |
you self-plunk
i
H.R.4. Boot and Rally!!!
General notes:
I
•Beer die is a friendly game built on j
the good sportsmanship of all the i
participants .
'
•We drink beer because beer is I
yummy.
•Do not, repeat, do not start a land i
war in Asia.
'
•Coed naked beer die is not only |
allowed, but encouraged

Compiled ami edited by Brent "Ghastrider " Ryan '97
and typeset by Dave "Norm " Macleay '9 7. Send
additions , corrections , comments, an d donations lo:
Beer. Die Preserva t ion Fund, 7617 Colby College,
Waterville ME 04901
©1995, 1996 11DPF
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• What are you looking at this
stupid box for anyway?
• No, there is nothing interesting in this section this.week.
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More-Dick names sons to chair I-Don't-Pl ay
BY BOB ELLINGER
Traitor

happened to be his three sons,
Mo, Larry, and Curly.
Umm...ahhh....Well..." MoreDick said in an interview, while
simultaneously trying to check his
email. "Yes, they got the job ."
While a jud gmental observer
might sense nepotism on MoreDick's part, looking at the qualifications and motivation of Mo, Larry,
and Curl y More-Dick it is easy to
see that they were the most qualified candidates for the positions.
Mo More-Dick comes to IDon 't-Play with an impressive
resume. During his college days,
Mo often showed up late for
classes. However, Mo's first job

did not go as well as expected
because his co-workers couldn't
handle his hard work and responsibility. After putting off scheduling meetings for weeks, Mo was
known to call his fellow co-workers in the middle of the ni ght for a
meeting the next morning. Mo
was forced to quit, however, when
his co-workers and subordinates
could not keep up with his hard
work and commitment.
"Nobod y was willing to pick
up my slack on that job," said Mo.
"I mean I put off meeting and
appointments to the last minute
and nobody would come when I
finall y called them an hour before

the meeting. Go figure , it ain t my
fault."
"Yes...Um....Well....let's see
here," said More-Dick, this time
while flipping through his mail.
"Mo works hard. No one can ever
criticize him for not working
hard."
"I think that with my hard work
and commitment, I-Don't-Play will
run smoother, comp lete with
schedules and coordinators who
are on top of things," said Mo.
Similarly, Mo's brothers Larry
and Curl y More-Dick have the experience and motivation to lead IDon't-Play to another successful
season. However, despite numer-

baseman and resident Mamer Scott
Squelch. "Now we don't have ta
shouldah all the re-sponsibility; we
can just sit back and relax; step out
of them limeli g hts. Hey, the
Watahville press ain't that easy ta
deal with, let me tell ya."
"I think them namin ' 'em the
Nahds is a great way fo them to give
theih thanks to the community,"
said Colby baseball defensive stalwart and former Gardiner High star
Mike Choad. "Of course, if I had the
choice of namin' 'em,I'd pick som'in
to do with huntin',since that's the official pastime up heah. The
Watahville Deah Huntahs. Yeah.
That name makes 'em sound like a
little slice a heaven."
Over the past two weeks, the Sea
Dogs' front office held their "p ick
and choose the name of your professional baseball team"contest,and
the repsonse in Waterville and
Skowhegan was staggering. Out of
the combined population of 67,039
people in the two townships,a grand
total of 67,038 people entered the
contest.
The lone non-participant was
Colby catcher and Lawrence High
alum Jon Stiltz, who professed his
disgust for the whole process. "I
don't know what dem folks weh
thinkin'/'said Stiltz. "I mean, they
wehbringin' theih babies and theih
dogs and theih sistahs and theih
cats and dey weh all signin' each of
'em up, like a dog and a baby can
actually fill out one a them ballots.
Yeah, right. I was so disgusted, I jes
pack up my little cat Spot and take
'im right oh home to Momma. Theh
ain't no need. That compra-tishun
was down an' out fiehce. Anyway,
I'm jes as 'appy with 'The Nahds.' I
mean, it tells about who we ah as a
people and will help in givin' us
some exposhah."
However, Colby baseball's resident Skowheganite, J effrey

Domawrecki,was not so happy with
the decision to land the team in
Waterville.
"I think we had a ri ght purty
good chance of gettin' that there
team co come play in 'kbwhegan
Y'know, I don't believe in all them
new mascots them teams have, so I
filled out my ballot/yes ah did, and
said we should name 'em 'The
'Hegans.'You know,that's the way
itoughta be. No discrimination, no
nothin '. Just a plain old
representashun a the good folks
heah from 'kowhegan."
"I'm tellin' ya," said Choad, "I
was cruisin' on down ta Wiscasset
last weekend on my sno-mo-beel,
and that suckah was flyin' so fast I
didn't know what ta do. I'm tellin
ya, dem sleds ah so impohtent up
heah that I think we should give
'em some of the recognition they
deserve. We coulda named em 'The
'Nomobeels'or 'ThePolarii/ or 'The
Skidoos.' I mean, I had my fuhst
sled when I was a little tike, arid I
ain't nevah since gotten rid o that
suckah. My sno-mo-beel's my pride
and joy, my little slice a heaven
back theh on the streets a Gahdinah,
and I ain't nevah gonna let anyone
take that away from me."
The Nards will begin play early
this summer, immediately following the comp letion of their new
stadium, The Park at Waterville
Yards. Expected to seat no fewer
than 10,000 baseball-hungry Mainers, The Park at Waterville Yard s
should be a perfect fit for The Nards
as the attempt to bring professional
baseball even farther north continues to succeed.
"We're reall y excited about this
opportunity to house a baseball
team," said Onge St. Fernandez.
"Comp lete with lobster vendors at
every aisle, our team and stadium
should be a big hit. We're really
excited about it."Z
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Given the smooth running and
proficient success of this year's IDon't-Play. system, Athletic Director Whit More-Dick had an
uphill battle to find suitable rep lacements to serve as next year's
chairs of the intramural league.
Fortunately for More-Dick, he
did not have to look very far to
find replacements.
Out of 1,800 possible candidates for the three jobs as I-Don'tPlay chairs , More-Dick determined that the three most qualified app licants to the position also

The N ards are coming
BY "G MONEY'
Baseball Editor

In reaction to the overwhelming response to professional baseball in Portland, ME over the past
three seasons, the minor league
Portland Sea Dogs have decided to
create their own farm team and
p lace it in Waterville. After three
months of speculation about
whether to place the team in
Waterville or Skowhegan, a decision was finally made yesterday at
a press conference held at Safari
Bar, where it was also announced
that the team will be named "The
Nards."
"Naming our team The Nards'
should reall y bring a sense of community to this village," said
Waterville mayor J ohn Onge St.
Fernandez. "When the people see
that their team represents them as a
whole, they'll be even more determined to support it. Naming them
'The Nard s' is our way of saying
'thank you' to all of our fun-loving,
hard-working residents. Hey, it's
cold up here, and things don't always seem to be in tip-top shape.
With the Nards in town, we should
soon be experiencing a change."
"We ah just real happy that the
Nahds chose ah town as theih new
home,"said one Waterville resident.
At yesterday's promotional parade on Main Street in downtown
Waterville,the tremendous turnout
illustra ted the fact that Waterville is
read y for professional baseball.
Decked out in full uniform, as required by Head Coach Tom Dextah,
various well-known Colby baseball
players offered their opinions on
the arrival of professional baseball
in Wa terville.
"Ya know, we used to be the
closest thing they had to a profeshunal ball team heah in
Watahville," said Colby third

I

ous attemp ts neither man returned
any telephone calls and could not
be reached for comment.
"Those boys...well...umm..."
More-Dick said, this time while
checking his voice-mail.. "Those
boys really deserve a raise for all
the hard work that they are going
to put into I-Don't-Play."
With their hard-work, dedication, and qualification , Mo, Larry,
and Curly will certainly continue
to keep the incredible I-Don't-Play
tradition alive. Given the recent
discovery of the problems of the
Other Colby, it seems that the IDon't-Play system is needed now
more than ever.S
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Brent Rva n '97

Ryan'sweekly Williams Wednesday Night Silver Turkey (WWNST)
is the stuff legends are made of. Every Wednesday night for the past
two years,without fail, Ryan's room has been the home of an illegal keg
and lots of Beer Die. In 58 consecutive school-year Wednesdays, Ry a n's
Wednesday night parties have drained 56 half-barrels and 5 quarterbarrels, all illegall y smuggled into Williams. While uninvited guests
have included hallstaff , Security officers—who have visited at least 10
times, with as many as three officers present at one time—and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Mark Serdjinian—who made a 1 a.m.
appearance—Ryan has never been busted for any of those illegal kegs.
Now that Ryan is 21 and moving off campus for his senior year, he can
claim the recognition he truly deserves as Colby's Intoxicator of the
Year.Q
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Yes, that's right, afteysicking and choosing and highlighting every
player he could this sealSDMefiguredhe'd give himself a little ink for
working so hard. YetMW£^\$&bw, if the honor of Awesome All-Star
f ^.
work, then the sec$$«iwould be
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Hey, let's give it up for our new mascotrTIuJSLguy is an absolute
stud. It's about time we had a mascot who represents everything that
is good in life. I mean, let's face it. Camel, from CWiforhia, is smoother
than any of our competitors' mascots could even dream of being. Plus,
with that leather jack et, to
Camel is sure to be a Friday night highlight.
Hey, it's been^aBjirrtice seeeveryonearound campus wearing their
Camel hats in support of our new friend .We've made him feel right at
home and assured him that we are totally confident in his ability to
represent us as a school. Joe, you da man.
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DO IT YOURSELF
BY G MONEY
Baseball Editor

It being the end of the year and
all, I figured I'd try to entertain
you, the reader, in only the best
way that I can. Therefore, I have
decided to write an article with
you. Yes, that's right. It was the
game of the year and it was all
about what you wanted to make
of it,because frankly, I could care
less. I'm just sick of having to write
these stupid things.
It was a real
of a day out
, ME, where
on the
in
the wind was howling and the
were
. I had to decided
to wear my
, which was good
because it was
cold out. I'm
telling you, if I had my choice of
, it certainly
where to play
wouldn't have been here.
Anyway, started out with a
and began to pour it on
those
. Every time I
something
around,we were
, putting the opposition in a
real
. I looked at the
scoreboard and couldn't believe
my
eyes. After the first

, the score was
to
.
!We were on an absolute
. I figured if this
went on any longer, someone
the
.
would have to
later, after
Well, about an
, I looked
I had been
my
up at the scoreboard, and to my
, things had changed in a
,
. Now, the game was
.
and I began to get a little
What the
had
? I
couldn't
that these
had
actually
.The
the
. The
were going absolutely
game was no
anymore; it
was now time to
the
.
Since I had been
on the bench
all day, I couldn't have been more
when Coach asked me to
. I was a little
at the
time, but decided that if I was going to
a
of myself I
would have to perform
. I
out a little, just to get the
flowing. But it was so
cold that I didn't know if I could
. However, that day the
were with me. When I
onto
the field, I knew that this was my
time to
in the
. I was

any _______ that
prepared to
. That day, nostood in my
me.
body was going to
Well, no sooner than I had
, the
ball
my
. It was
my
was right
now or never. I had to
the
if I was to
the fans
and be a
for my coach and
my team. I seized the
and
. The
the play. It was
were
going
.
It
was
.
like a dream. There was
all
over the place. We had finally
the big one. All
had
broken loose, and no one was gous from
whating to
ever we wanted. It was the
time of my
.Especially when
the
came up to me after the
me on my
.
game and
___ .
What a
Well, there you go. Just like it
happened. No kidding. It was just
one of those things. Hey, sometimes we just have to step up and
do more than what is expected of
us. If you are able to do that, than
you can tell your grandkids about
it someday. What
could you
for?__
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j An All Non-Smoking Restaurant
BREAK THE PIZZA HABIT

!

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FREE DELIVERY *

DINE-IN SUN-THUR ~ 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
I

I

MON - TOUR --11-9 pm
FRI & SAT -11- 10 pm
SUN - 12-8 pm

PURE VEG. OIL
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NO ADDED SALT
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* 10.00 minimum wAast delivery 15 minutes til closing |
Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?
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,J
Si+f o and J iddo tG v-

215 A College Ave. Waterville , ME 04901
*We deliver Kegs *
*Please have I.D.'s ready *
*We welcome return ables *
I * Elm City
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Budweiser

12 pack cans

$6.99++
'

Carlo Rossi
4.0 Liter wines
j . $8.49++

iJcLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main Streel-Fairfield 453-9756 Open Mon. -Tl.urs. & Sat 9-5, Fri. 9-8
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Obj ect:

Although it has been said that the
object of this game is to get your
opponents so drunk that they forget their name, this is not the true
point of the game. The true object
of the game is to get to 7 points
before your opponents. When there
are competitors waiting to play, it is
courteous to play games to 5. On
the other hand, if no competitors
are waiting to play the two teams
might decide to play until one team
"boots" or until there is no beer left.
The length of the game is up to the
host of the party/owner of the table,
but officially games are to 7.

Equipment:

•1die (this has traditionally been a
white, plastic, 5/8" die. Other colors, sizes,and compounds havebeen
used but should only be used in a
case of desperation.)
•1table(standard size 2 1/2' by 8'
with a height of 2 1/2'. Proper "Old
school" tables are made of solid
wood with no coating and true 90
degree corners. Unfortunately these
tables are becoming extremely hard
to find. So, to accommodate this,
tables with plastic coatings and
sometimes plexiglass are often substituted. 6' tables are often used
where an 8' table will not fit. In
some cases where tables are extremely hard to find athletes have
been known to use kitchen tables,
ping pong tables, and even picnic
tables. These tables are not recommended and if used it is possible
that an athlete's game could be
adversely affected.)
•4 cups (a standard cup is a 16 oz.
Solo keg cup. Twelve oz. cups can be
substituted if there are no 16 oz.
cups, but adjustments will have to
be made and are not recommerlctedL
The dimensions of the Solo cup are
essential for the consistent play of
all the competitors).
•4 people who want to have a good
time (an absolute necessity, no sissies here. Both sexes should be integrated into play to optimize "good
times")
I •1 person who likes to tell others
iwhat to do (usually not hard to
;find)
i »4 chairs, or some sort of seating
for two people on each side of the
table (couches, empty kegs, bean
bags, a 4 by 4 supported by emptycases of beer, you get the picture)
•1 marker (preferably permanent)
• 1 piece of posterboard (the table
can be substituted here but make
jsure it isn't the dining room table.)

iTHE RULES

IGeneral Rules of the Game:
JA1. A player is not allowed to say
j any form of 5 or 7 during the duration of the game.
A2. A game starts when the first
game (not practice) die is thrown
and it ends when one team gets 7
points.
A3. The scoring in a game is up to 7
and win by 2.
JA4. There is a cap of 11 (first team
(to 11 wins regardless of 2 point
'lead )
'A5. During the game 5 is pro' nounced "biz"
|A6. During the game 7 is pro| nounced "buz "
A7. 15 would be pronounced
"bizteen " and 55 would be pronounced "bizity-biz"
A8. 17 would be pronounced
"buz t een " and 77 would be pro^
pounced
"buzity-buz"
.
|A9 For each time that tlie above
jrules are broken a player must take
1 drink.
A10. 77, 55, etc. result in multiple
drinks (one for each offense, i.e. 2
for 55.and 77)
;A11. At the start of each game all
players have a full cup of beer.
A12. The team that loses must.chug
A13. It is legal to drink at any point
during the game, but It must be
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done as a team.
Al 4. Unusually large breasts can be
considered to be a horizontal surface, but this rriiist tbe predetermined before the game.
A15. The partner you start with is
the one that you must finish with, if
someone leaves, a forfeit is taken.
A16. The winners of a game have
the honor of continuing play on the
table in their quest for more wins
and beer.
Set up:
Bl. Each team of two must be seated
at opposite ends of the table.
B2. The space, available from the
edge of the table to each team must
be equal (i.e. one team can't be
backed up against a wall with no
room to catch)
B3. Each person's cup should be
placed on the table in the following
manner: place your elbow in the
coiner at which you are playing.
Put your forearm down on the table
so that it is along the edge of the
table (but completely on the table)
pointing directly to the other teams
side. Now make a fist with thumb
tucked under fingers and place your
cup on the table to the side of your
fist (the side that has a piece of the
table next to it!!)
Drinking
C1. A drink is any time beer touches
the lips
C2. There are 5 drinks per 1full cup
of beer (12oz) (if beer is low, sometimes 7 can be substituted).
C3. A "chug" is the completion of all
the beer in one's cup.
C4. A team has two(2) minutes to
finish their beers
C5. A "fill and chug" is the completion of all the beer in one's cup, the
refill of the cup, and the completion
of another whole cup.
C6.After a cup has .been emptied , it
must be refilled.
C7. This is a team sport, there is no
"I" in team. A team always drinks
together: if one teammate has to
drink, they both have to drink.
C8. Only your partner is allowed to
drink for you.
C9. Any time the die is on the table
showing 5 the team that last touched
the die must chug. Exception in
rule CI 2.7 (this is because the cup
is considered part of the hand).
CIO. Illegal throws that land on the
table, regardless of whether the die
hits an opposing are drank for by
the team that threw the die.
CI 1. PLUNKS:
CI 1.1. When the die goes in the cup
(on the fly or bounce) this is called
a "plunk"
CI 1.2. When there is a plunk, the
team whose cup the die entered
must chug their ;eers
CI 1.3. Without touching the die
with the hand or any other part of
the body, the die must enter the
mouth of the person who was
plunked.
C11.4. The person who was plunked
must then make the 5 side of the die
show (partner usually instructs as
to the number showing)
CI 1.5. The die must then be spit out
onto the table
CI 1.6. The spitter must spit the die
out from no closer than 1 foot off
the surface of the table.
CI 1.7. If the die falls off the table
the team that spit the die out must
refill and chug
CI 1.8. If the die lands on 5 the team
that spit the die must refill and
chug
CI 1.9. If the die lands on another
num ber , play resumes.
C11.10. The person who throws the
plunk gets his or her nickname on
the plunk board
CI 1.11. A plunk is a plunk is a
plunk: this means that as long as
the die has entered your cup you
must follow the above rules
CI 1.12. It does not matter if the
plunk was a whip , a mis-catch,
thrown by someone not playing the
game or just dropped in your cup.

_____¦____.
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RULES AND RE GULATIONS !

CI 1.13. Although it is legal to place
the die in the opposing team's cup,
it is frowned upon by all and not a
sportsmanlike action.
CI 1.14. The die must stay in the
cup for it to count as a plunk.
CI 1.15. If the die lands in the cup
and the numbers on the die are
above the beer line, it counts as a
plunk but the team who was plunked
must fill and chug.
CI 1.16. If the number 5 is showing
on the die above the beer line the
team whowas plunked must fill and
chug twice.
C11.17. THE PLUNK BOARD:
i. The plunk board is generally a
giant piece of poster board.
ii.. After a plunk the person who
threw the plunk gets a nickname.
iii. This nickname is then placed on
the plunk board with 1slash mark
next to it.
iv. Every dme this person plunks on
that table, 1 more slash mark is
added next to his or her name,
v. On the off chance that somebody
is so bad that they plunk their own
team's cup (self plunk), they will
have to drink but this does not get
put on the plunk board as a plunk,
vi. Self-plunks can be recorded with
special notation on the plunk board
to humiliate the person who threw
them.
vii. Each table has one plunk board
that stays with the table,
viii.The nicknames and slash marks
can be written directly on the table
if the owner wants it this way.
ix. Only people who are playing in
the game can be put on the plunk
board
C12. PLINKS:
CI2.1. A plink is any time the die
hits the cup (on the fly or bounce)
but does not plunk.
C12.2. Unlike a plunk, a plink is not
a plink is not a plink. This means
that a throw must be legal to have it
count as a plink (i.e. Would the
throw have been counted as a point
if it had not hit the cup and gone off
the end of the table? Was it high
enough? Did it hit a horizontal surface (not the table) of a player's
hand first? etc.).
C12.3. If these criteria have been
met then the team who got plinked
must take 1 drink.
CI2.4. If the die hits both cups in
the samethrowthis is called a double
plink and the team who was plinked
must take 2 drinks.
C12.5. If the die bounces out of the
cup it is a plink.
C12.6. If the die hits the cup and the
cup tips over the team that was
plinked must fill and chug twice,
CI2.7. If the die hits the cup and
then lands on 5, the team that was
plinked must chug.
C12.8. If the die hits the cup (on the
bounce or fly) and the team which
is receiving the die catches it before
it hits the table after hitting the cup,
the team does not have to drink.
CI2.9. When the die plinks the
opposing teams' cup and then
comes back to plink the throwing
teams' cu p , all teams must drink
for the number of times it hit their
cups.(If the die then lands on 5 the
team whose cup it hit last must
chug.)
CI 2.10. Although completely hideous, self-plinks are not drank for
separately.
Order:
Dl. The first person to throw the
die in a game of beer die is the
oldest person at the table.
D2. After the first person has thrown
the person seated directly across
from him throws the die.
D3. The third person to throw will
always be the partner of the oldest
person playing.
D4 The forth person to throw will
be the last person playing.
D5 The order described in D1-D4
must always be followed.
D6 If the order is broken, the team
that broke the order must take 1

drink.
D7 If the order is broken and it is
not called before the other team
throws the die .then when the error
is discovered the team who has the
die must call (out loud) "possession" and the order is resumed.
D8 If one team asks the other team
what the order is, the opposing
team must give them an answer, to
the best of their knowledge (they
will not be able to call "out of order"
if they give a false answer).
D9 If neither team is sure of the
order (after being asked) the team
that possesses the die can call "possession" and restore the order. Either person on the team may restore the order.
D10 When "possession" is called
this grants the throwing team complete amnesty from any "out of
order" calls.
Dl 1 Possession can only be called
after a break in the game, i.e. any
time that a team has to drink, if
someone boots, if security comes
in, etc.
Dl 2. The only exception to rule Dl 1
is when there is a plink and the die
rolls all the way back to the other
side of the table where the team
who threw it sits. In this case the
team who threw it can catch the die
as it falls off the end (not the side)
of the table. When they catch it they
can call "possession" and resume
the order from their side of the
table.
D13 "Possession" can not be called
wherj there is not a valid break in
the game.
D14 Seats can not be switched during the game.
Throwing:
El. All throws must be made with
one hand
E2. All throws must be made with
tlie palm of the" hand facing up
;•
(underfi&rtd). ' -j ; m J .
E3. The die must be thrown at least
as high as it is long. 6 feet long = at
least 6 feet high (exceptions can be
made in areas with low ceilings).
E4. Each player is allowed one throw
that does not meet the requirements of rule A3, this is called a
"whipwarning".Afterthis,the throw
will be a whip and the team that
threw it will have to take 1 drink.
E5. If a whip warning or whip occurs, the die is dead and no plinks
or points can be scored.
E6. The die must travel at least half
the length of the table in the air. If
this requirement is not met the
team that threw the die must take 1
drink. It is also customary for the
receiving team to heckle the
thrower.
E7. A die that is thrown and completely misses the table is called
"heinous" and the team that threw
it must take 1 drink.
E8. In the absence of a "God," all
calls on throwing are made by the
receiving team.
E9. Whips must be called in the air
before they hit the table.
E10. Throws that hit the ceiling are
acceptable when the receiving team
does not call an intentional spike
off the ceiling in the air.
Ell. Dice that hit anything besides
the ceiling or a cup on their way
down the table are automatically
ruled dead.(walls, people, meteorites, etc.)
E12. If the die is interferred with in
flight or on the table by an external
force(i.e. drunk kid) the throw is
redone as long as the throw would
have been legal otherwise.
Catching:
Fl. All catches must be made with
one hand.
F2. In order to count as a catch, the
die can not hit a horizontal surface
after leaving the table.
F3. The die can not be trapped
against the body (i.e. the die can't
be caught by forcing the die against
the chest with the hand).
F4. The die may touch any number

of vertical surfaces and any combi- '
nation of a teams hands (one at a j
time).
j
Scoring:
.
Gl. There is an imaginary 45 de- I
gree plane projecting out from each j
corner of the table. If the die i
bounces/rblls/etc. off the end of !
the table and inside these 2 planes 1
and is not caught, a point is scored j
by the throwing team.
i
G2. No drinking occurswhen a point '
is scored (hence, in theory it is I
possible to drink nothing in a game J
of beer die, but I wouldn't count on i
it).
G3. It is impossible to score a point |
for the other team while you are i
throwing, no matter how bad you ,
are.
•
G4. A point can be scored by the |
throwing team if the die grazes the i
back edge of the table and is not !
caught (a.k.a. the perfect throw). I
God
]
HI. God generally presides in a i
place where he or she can see the J
action equally well on both sides, I
and is able to make definite deci- j
sions during the game.
•
H2. God is there to settle differ- •
ences in all aspects of the game. |
H3. God can only be summoned to j
make a call by one of the players .
I
playing the game.
H4. God can only make calls when |
he is asked to.
j
H5. All of God's decision are undisputable and final , except when the I
team whom the call is in favor of j
agrees that God's call was wrong, i
H6. Arguing with God can cause J
severe results and is generally in I
bad taste.
j
H7. If there is no God then final calls i
are made by the team which the call '
|
was against.
H8. God has the authorityto main- j
tain order throughout the game in1 j
"regardsto proper Beer Die etiquette '
and can enforce this by making j
participants drink for bad behav- i

ior.

J

I
Other Rules
"OLD SCHOOL RULES ": These |
rules are for the hard-core Beer Die j
player and should be approached !
with caution as they can cause ab- I
solute carnage in a short time. This |
is by no means a complete list of i
O.S.R.S, but is merely a sampling of J
rules that our forefathers have I
played with.
I
O.S.R.l. After three out of bounds i
throws by one team, that team must
take a drink.
I
O.S.R.2. When a player says 5 or 7 I
their team must chug their beers , i
O.S.R.3. Anytime any player uses '
another player's real name, their I
team must take a drink.
I
O.S.R.4. Everytime a beer is to be (
chugged, it must be filled first.
'
"HO USE RULES ": These rules are |
always fun to play with because it |
adds a personal touch to the game ¦
that you play in your "house".Here I
are some favorties.
|
H.R.I. Everytime someone has to i
drink they have to stand and drink
with their left hand, if not, their I
team has to take a drink for each |
violation.
i
H.R.2. When you plunk you get to
I
put on a song of your choice.
H.R.3. You must get naked when J
you self-plunk
i
H.R.4. Boot and Rally!!!
General notes:
I
•Beer die is a friendly game built on J
the good sportsmanship of all the i
participants.
•We drink beer because beer is I
yummy.
j
•Do not, repeat, do not start a land i
war in Asia.
'
•Coed naked beer die is not only |
allowed, but encouraged
|
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• What are you looking at this
stupid box for anyway?
• No, there is nothing interesting in this section this. week.

More-Dick names sons to chair I-Don t-Pl ay
BY BOB ELLINGER
Traitor

Given the smooth running and
proficient success of this year 's IDon 't-Play. system, Athletic Director Whit More-Dick had an
up hill battle to find suitable rep lacements to serve as next year 's
chairs of the intramural league.
Fortunatel y for More-Dick, he
did not have to look very far to
find rep lacements.
Out of 1,800 possible candidates for the three jobs as I-Don 'ti'lay chairs, More-Dick determined that the three most qualified app licants to the position also

happened to be his three sons,
Mo, Larry, and Curl y.
"Umm...ahhh....Well..." MoreDick said in an interview, while
simultaneously try ing to check his
email. "Yes, they got the jo b."
While a jud gmental observer
might sense nepotism on MoreDick's part, looking at the qualifications and motivation of Mo, Larry,
and Curly More-Dick it is easy to
see that they were the most qualified candidates for the positions.
Mo More-Dick comes to IDon 't-Play with an impressive
resume. During his college days,
Mo often showed up late for
classes. However, Mo 's first j ob

did not go as well as expected
because his co-workers couldn 't
handle his hard work and responsibility . After putting off scheduling meetings for weeks, Mo was
known to call his fellow co-workers in the middle of the ni ght for a
meeting the next morning. Mo
was forced to quit, however, when
his co-workers and subordinates
could not keep up with his hard
work and commitment.
"Nobod y was willing to p ick
up my slack on that job ," said Mo.
"I mean I put off meeting and
appointments to the last minute
and nobod y would come when I
finally called them an hour before

The Nards are coming
BY "G MONEY"
Baseball Editor

In reaction to the overwhelming response to professional baseball in Portland, ME over th e past
three seasons, the minor league
Portland Sea Dogs have decided to
create their own farm team and
p lace it in Waterville. After three
months of speculation about
wh ether t o p lace the team in
W a t erv ill e or Skowhegan, a decision was finall y made yesterd a y at
a press confer ence held at Sa far i
Bar, where it was also announced
th a t th e team w ill be n a med "The
Nards."
"Naming our team 'The Nards '
j should reall y bring a sense of comI mun ity to this village ," said
' Waterville mayor John Onge St.
Fernandez. "When th e peop le see
that the i r tea m represents them as a
. whole, th ey 'll be even more determined to support it. Naming them
'The N a rds ' is our way of saying
'thank you ' to all of our fun-loving,
hard-working residents. Hey, it's
¦ cold up here, and th i ngs don 't alI ways seem to be in tip-top shape.
With the Nards in town , we should
soon be experiencing a change. "

We ah just real happy that the

I Nahds chose ah town as theih new
j home,"said one Waterville resident.
At yesterday 's promotional pa{
v r a de on Ma in Street in downtown
Waterv ille, the tremendous turnout
|illustra ted the fact that Waterville is
read y for professional baseball.
j Decked out in full uniform, as re/ quired by Head Coach Tom Dextah ,
various well-known Colby baseball
players offered their opinions on

the arrival of professional baseball

in Waterville.

"Ya know, we used to be the
cl osest thing they had to a profeshunal ball team heah in
Watahville ," said Colb y third

baseman and resident Mainer Scott Domawrecki,was not so happy with
Squelch. "Now we don 't have ta the decision to land the team in
shouldah all the re-sponsibility; we Waterville.
"I think we had a ri ght purty
can just sit back and relax; step out
of them limeli g ht s. Hey, the good chance of gettin ' that there
Watahville press ain 't that easy ta team to come play in 'kowhegan.
Y'know, I d on 't believe in all them
deal with, let me tell ya."
"I think them namin ' 'em the new mascots them teams have, so I
Nahds is a grea t w ay fo them to giv e filled out my ballot/yes ah did, and
theih thanks to the community," said we should name 'em 'The
sai d Colby baseball defensive stal- 'Hegans.' You kn ow, that 's the way
wart and former Gard iner High star it oughta be. No discrimination, no
Mike Choad. "Of course, if I h ad the noth i n '. Just a p lain old
choice of namin''em, I'd p ick som'in repr esentashun a the good folks
to do w ith hunt in', since that's the o- heah from 'kowhegan."
"I'm tell i n ' ya ," sai d Choad , "I
fficial p a st i me up heah. The
Watahville Deah Huntahs. Yeah. was cru isi n ' on down t a W i scasset
That name makes 'em sound like a last weekend on my sno-mo-beel,
little slice a heaven."
and that suckah w a s fl y in ' so f a st I
Over the past tw o weeks, the Sea didn't know what ta do. I' m t ell in
Dogs' front off ice held thei r "p ick ya , dem sleds ah so i mpohtent up
and ch oose the name of y our pro- he a h that I th i nk we shoul d giv e
fessional baseball team"contest,and 'em some of the recognition they
th e reps onse in Waterv ille a nd deserve. We coulda named em 'The
Skowhegan was staggering. Out of 'Nomobeels ' or 'The Polar ii,' or 'The
the combined pop u lat ion of 67,039 Skidoos.' I mean , I h a d my fuhst
peop le in the two townships, a grand sled wh en I was a l ittle t i ke, arid I
tot a l of 67,038 people entered the ain 't nevah sin ce gotten rid o th a t
suckah. Mysno-mo-beel 's my pride
contest.
The lone non-participant was and joy, my little sl ice a h eaven
Colby catcher and Lawrence High back theh on the streets a Gahd inah ,
alum Jon Stiltz, who profess ed h is and I a in 't nevah gonna let anyone
disgust for the whole process. "I t a k e th a t away from me."
The Nards w i ll begin play earl y
don't know what dem folks weh
th inkin'/'said Stiltz. "I mean, they this summer, immediately followweh bring in ' theih babies and theih ing the complet ion of their new
dogs and theih sistahs and theih stadium , The Park at Waterv i lle
cats and dey weh all signin ' each of Yards. Expected to seat no fewer
'em up, like a dog and a baby can than 10,000 baseball-hungry Mainactuall y fill out one a them ballots. ers, The Park at Waterville Yards
Yeah, right. I was so disgusted,I jes should be a perfect fit for The Nards
pack up my little cat Spot and take as the attempt to bring professional
'i m right oh home to Momma. Theh baseball even farther north continain't no need. That comp-a-tishun ues to succeed.
"We'r e reall y excited about this
was down an ' out fiehce. Anyway,
I'm jes as 'appy with 'The Nahds. ' I opportunity to house a baseball
mean , it tells about who we ah as a team ," said Onge St. Fernandez.
peop le and w ill help in givin ' us "Complete with lobster vendors at
every a i sle, our team and stadium
some exposhah. "
However, Colby baseball's resi- should be a big hit. We 're reall y
dent Skowheganite , Jeffrey excited about it. "2_

the meeting. Go figure, it ain t my
fault."
"Yes...Um....Well....let 's see
here," said More-Dick, this time
while flipping through his mail.
"Mo works hard. No one can ever
criticize him for not working
hard. "
"I think that with my hard work
and commitment, I-Don 't-Play will
run smoother, comp lete w i t h
schedules and coordinators who
are on top of things," said Mo.
Similarly, Mo's brothers Larry
and Curl y More-Dick have the experience and motivation to lead IDon 't-Play to another successful
season. However, despite numer-

ous attempts neither man returned
any telephone calls and could not
be reached for comment.
"Those boys ...well...umm..."
More-Dick said , this time while
checking his voice-mail. "Those
boys reall y deserve a raise for all
the hard work that they are going
to put into I-Don 't-Play."
With their hard-work, dedication, and qualification , Mo, Larry,
and Curl y will certainly continue
to keep the incredible I-Don 't-Play
tradition alive. Given the recent
discovery of the problems of the
Other Colb y, it seems that the IDon 't-Play system is needed now
more than ever.Z

Echo p holo by Maty Schwalvt

Brent Ryan '97

R yan 'sweekly WilliamsWednesday NightSilver Turkey (WWNST)
is the stuff legends are made of. Every Wednesday night for the past
two years, w ithout fail , Ryan 's room has been the home of an illegal keg
and lots of Beer Die. In 58 consecutive school-year Wednesdays, Ryan 's
Wednesday ni ght parties have drained 56 half-barrels and 5 quarterbarrels , all illegall y smuggled into Williams. While uninvited guests
have i ncluded hallstaff , Security off icers—who have visited at least 10
times, with as many as three officers present at one time—and Associate Dean for Academic Affa irs Mark Serdjinian—who made a 1 a.m.
appearance—Ryan has never been busted for any of those illegal kegs.
Now that Ryan is 21 and moving off campus for his senior year, he can
claim the recognition he trul y deserves as Colby 's Intoxicator of the
Year.Q

